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Prom the insights uleaned from current! research into

John Milton's

~ears

aa an underqraduate tu'ld

~-graduate

student at Camb:r:idqej University, this-write%! bas found

an ove:nthelming amount:

~f;

materiaL.dsd1cated tio pointing

out Milt0n•s1total lack ofl affection for thit University.
For the most put.• those sutements b\Uirinq>.a>n U.lton•s

dislike for

Cambri~a:r:e

scholar has

~<!llarke~

unequivocal.

that John

P~:r:

example, one

Milt~ae~ted fro~-t'fie

University in 1632 Mweary and diagusted 81wi'th the

medieval. unbearably antiquated met.hods of the place.
That same scholar continues wii:h th• statement that

Milton•a·

at!.ttitude

toward Cambridqe waa •uniformly un-

friendlv• and that Milton was obviously not happy as a
student there, nor was he a loyal aJ.umnus. 1
The prevailing opinion of John

depicts him as a zealot on matters 1 0£
political, reliqious, moral,

1

ftp

is one which

Mil~on

rtf.fo~whether

academic.

AmOnq the

scholarly writinq$ of the past centuJ:Y on the Miltonic
personal1tv•

ti1e

consensus seem.a to ne 1:llat

mi~ton

was

ever protesting .. callina for reform meaaures at every
opportunity.

A

number of Milton scholars have •labelled"

1

IJ amt!:a HollVHanford, ·a Milton

HMdboott (New York•

1961) 1 P• 364• cited hereafter as Handbook.,
2:tbid., P• 355.,

v
Milton.
radical. 3

David

Masson~

for instance, has called him a

s. M• w. Tillyard prefers to see him as a

"young reformer" and A ~aconian, 4 while Douqlas Bush
calls him al rebel,, 5 and Mark Pattison refers to him as
an "experimental reformer. 06 ~esa taqs are ·used not
1

to describe Milton•s general

atti~ude

i:Oward life but

primarily his attitude toward Cambridge university.

From

such labela one might easily conceive of Mil ton as·· a
fiery young rebel arriving at the doors of Chriat•s
College with

1

single purpose in mind--settinq riqht

that which was wrong within Cambridqe.Universd.ty.
To aubatantiata their c1aims. that Milton had no1 use
for Cambridqe, these scholars have interpreted., purely
for bioqraphieal .Purposes, a number of l1ilton•s prose

writings which 1 when considered as the products of a
very adept seven.uent:h century rhetorician. fail to
produce an imaqe of the

overbeari~g

aealot of reform

which would satisfy their concept of younq John Milton.
Milton's academic exercises or Prolus!ons

(~specially

3oavid Masson, The Life .!?.!. John Milton (New York,
1946) 1 I., 272•
4 s. M. 1il. 'fl:lllyard in the introduction t:o Milton;
1

Private CorresESfndence and Academic Exercis.!!r Phyllis

a. Tillyara, trans •• (LO'iidon .. i932J'. xxt!_. xil.v,. cited
hereafter as introduction.

.!!!S!

5 Douglas Bush,. John Miltona £!Sketch of his Life
~friti,ngs (New York, 1964) 1 P• 10 •.

6Mark Pattison, Milton (new York, 1900) P• 43.
1

vi.

numbers I, III, IV, and VI), several of his private

letterslto friends, his

AE~lpg~

Within thase writings,

!Q.£

SmectY!nuu~,

and his

short treatise of Education are.the works most oftmn
cited.

according to the scholars,

are many of Milton's bitter attacks upon Cambridge which
are cited as prooi of his dissatisfaction •A

n

student

there and of his continued dislike for his alma materl
in later years.
Now, the picture of the rebel Milton is a romantic
~ne.

When considered as a reformer seekin9 to

rectif~

l:he many wrongs he found about him• Hilton increases in
stature both

AA ~n

intellactunl and as a literarv-artist.

Perhaps Arnol<.i Williams' _statement llbest summarizes_ the

reason whv so manv scholars admire 1'1ilton the revolutionist.
The

sevontee~h

century is not'uo

far away ubat t;be iconoclasm; the

individualism, the radicalism of·
Milton d6es not. still offend the
modern conservative.

•

•

• • the• Puritans~
• • • • and
• • above
• • • •all• •
But
Milton, were not of the conservative breed. To Milt.on the ultimate evil was conformity~ the
abandonment of the good fight., the
reposinq of one•s salvation.
religious or political, in insti• 7
tut.ions. ceremonies.or traditions.

Much of the evidence evinced by the scholars to show
how thoroughly Milton disapproved of Cambridqe depends

.,Arnold Nilliarns, °Conservative Critics of Milton,"
.sewanoe Reviow, 40 (1941) 1 90-106.

vii
upon personal

inter~retation.

The$o intArnratAtiona hava

done much to•make Milton•s attitude 'toward Cambridge
an axn,bivalent one 1 and t.hey have been so widely accepted

that, in recent times, little if? anythinq has.been written
to prove otherwise.

This paper, therefore·, will be• in

itself• a radical undertaking since it will attack the
almost univ.ersal belief' that Milton maintained no fond-·
ness in his heart for Cambz>idge University.

This Under-

taking must be attempted• for it appears that the young

John Milton and his so-calle4 anti-schollastic attitude
have been misunderstood,for a number of years.

When

viewed objectively and with some insight into the

Cambridge curriculum and what was expected of Cam.bridge
undergraduates in the !Hltrenteenth century,· Milton's
Prolusions become mere academic .exercises With little of

tho personal element blended into them.,
Anologx

!2£ s,m,e.ct.mnuus, while

Similarly• the

highly personal• wants

reinterpretation as a piece of vehement satire aimed not
at Cambridge University but·at that man to whom Milton
wrote this confutation.

And, when considered as a rhe-

torical composition--tearing down the old and constructing
the new in the.traditional style ot rhetoric--Qt Education
loses its violent attitude toward Cambridqe.
An

attempt to clarify Milton•s rather complex atti-

tude will be made in the following discussion in the hope

viii

that sufficient evidence w.111 be offered to show that
there are.little,. if any, grounds £ot' believing John
Milton had any distaste for hiB alma mater.
cussion will

progr~sa

chronologieallY•

This dis-

It will beqin

with a consideration of the Prolusions written by Milton
as a student at Cambridge (1625-1632), with.numbers I,

III, IV, and VI receiving the qreatest amount of attention
because they are the ones most often.cited for their

"anti-scholastic.. elGments.

Next. tho A;eoloID£ £g£ Smec-

t'X!nnuus 1 written during a period of verbal warfare with
Bishop Joseph Hall and his sons (1642) 1 will be considered.
Fina1ly, this study will culminate with a discussion of
two pamphlets:

.Q! Education ( 1644) , a rhetorical pn.-nph-

let (sounding much in tone like the earlier Prolusions)
written to satisfy Samuel Hartlib, a tr:ealot of educational.
reform in England; and !h!, Likeliest Means to Remove
Hirelings (1659), another pamphlet often cited for its
disparaqinq remarks about the English Universities.

Other writings, such ao private letters and autobiographical passatles from works, will be discussed whenever they have relevance to the discussion• but major
emphasis will bo placed upon those works listed above
because they are the ones which scholars

summari~e

as

demonstrating Milton's intense hatred for Cambridge,

ix
The primary source for this paper ia tho Yale
Univeraity edition of the Comolcte Proao Works of John
Milton. Don M. Wolfe, general editor.

However, to the

present only three volumes of this work have been completed, covering Milton•s writings through 1649.
fore, the source for

~Likeliest

Hirelincrs tiill be John Milton:

Means to Remove

Comelete Poems

l?roae, edited by Merritt Y. Hughes.

There•

.!9:1

,.ta:ior.
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CHAPTER I

The Prolusions--Exercises in Rhetoric

In

order.to make a proper study of Milton•s academic

exercises or Prolusions, one must first examine the
curriculum and methods of instruction at seventeenth
century Cambridge university as a framework in-which t.o
place Milton and his exercises.
i:n the sevcmteenth century 1 Cambridqe University
existed primarily to train priests for the Anglican

clergy.

Tradition dictated what form. of education the

seventeenth century undergraduate would recei'1e.
curriculum was basically Aristotelian;

'l'he

!•.!.•t the under-

graduate studies consisted mainly of logic, ethics,
physics, and metaphysics. 8 Uevertheless, some modifi•
cation of the curriculum had been made before Milton
matriculated as an undergraduate in 1625.

Greek was

introduced as a first year course along with geometry
and physical science. 9 However. "strong as tradition
was, it did not comprise the only influence on university education in these years.•• 10 Evidence today indi•
cates that the curriculum at Cambridqe, in the public
schools and the colleges, was far from static.

In

8aush, P• 23.
9Masson, I; 260.
lOMark H. Curtis, Oxford .!!!S! Cambridge !!!, Transition,
1558-1642 (Oxford: at the ClarGndon Press, 1959), P• 116•

fact, it was

chan~.ing

as fa.st; as the changinq intellectual

currents and public demand required.

Although academic

·statutes were rigid ~n their.insistence that the ancients
be studied, professors were allowed·to modify the statutes in order to teach ancient theories interpreted in the
light of modern discoveries.

For instance, the statutes

for the professorship in astronomy instructed the· professor not only _to teach Ptolemy•s AlmaSie.s,t and lli:.P,9-

thesis .2£.

~

Planets but to interpret these

according to the new

dis~overies

~orks

mnde by' Copernicus and

othor recent authorities •. The same· instructions held
for other professorships in.qeometry, geography,
gation, and history. 11
~mpression that-bo~h

Thus, the

n~vi~

Cambrid9e and OXford

in the seventeenth century were out-dated institutions
where only the most abstract and tedious studies were
conducted appears to be false, and Milton's depiction
of Cambridge as a university steeped in medieval scholasticism (an attitude which is the primary concern of
this paper) seems ·exa:ggera-ted•
·•

After a cloee study of

.

the curricula at both Cambridge and Oxford between 1558
and 1642 1 Mark Curtis offers this opinion of the education provided at those universitiesi

11 Ibid., PP• 116-117.

In contrast to what bas formerly
been believed about Oxford and
Cambridge, an exatlination of
collegiate education shows that
they were still vigorous in.
their concern for the •virtuous
education of youth.•l 2
Instruction at Cambridge was conducted under the
tutorial system, with one tutor or Fellow being- assigned
a given number of students.

The tutor would make

specific assignments to bis pupils, who would later
attend the tutor in his chamber to report their progress.

An account of the procedure of

Josep~

Mead• a

Fellow at Cambridge while Milton was a student there,
shows exactly how the method worked.

In the evening they all came to
his chamber to satisfie him they
hnd porformed the task he had
set them. The first question he
uced to propound to every one in
his order was: ~ui.!! dubitas?
What doubts. have you met in your
studies today? For he supposed
that to doubt nothinq and to
understand nothing were verifiable alike., Their doubts
being propounded, he resolved
their Qtinere•s and so set them
upon ciear ground to proceed more
distinctly. And then having by
prayer commended them and their
studies to God's protection and
blessinq. he difmissed them to
tlu-;ir lodqinga. 3

12

.
Ibid• 1 L'• 115.

l 3Tillyard 1 introduction, xviii.

4

"Whether such study was narrow, repetitious, and barren
depended a,good deal on both tutor and pupil ... 14
Besides th& tutorial sessions, the students also
attended public and private lectures by the professors.
The public lectures ,<!n. scholis) were held by the

University usually in the older schools while the private lectures were held by the individual colleges in

the dinin<J hall, cha:pol. or a tutor•s rooms.

The

Cambrid;e statutes called for four public lectures each
week in theology, civil law, medicine, and mathematics,
and five each week in language. philosophy, dialectics,
and rhetoric. 15
When not listening to the lecturers, the students
were actively enqaqed in academia debates or disputations,
"To qualify for a degree every student had from time to
time to maintain

or to attack a

given thesis before an

audience in his college, sometimes in the Public schools
of the Univorsity,.u 16 The disputation developed from the
practice in the medieval universities of debating some
question tho answer to which had been left doubtful by
the best authorities. 17

!4'Bush, P• 23.

15willia.m T. Costello, Tho Scholastic curriculum at
~ Se,ventcanth•Centuri .~ambri<:.igo (Cambridge, Mass.,-1~.rsur,

P• 13.

16Tillyard, introduction, xvii.
17curtis P• as.
1

s
To call these disputations merely
debates botwoen students • • • is
like describing a Spanish bullf iqht
as the killing of a cow. To the
twentieth century the disputation
is as exotic a performance as a
bullf i9ht to a non-Spaniard. The
maneuvers of the disputants were
as technical aa the veronica and
half-veronica: the audience was
as critically appreciative: the
ceremonial was as elaborate. And
success as sought fort Fame and
fortune of ten depended upt9 the
di.sputant•a skill • • • •
Sophisters, students who bad not.aehiaved bachelorhood, were the disputants.

They were required to

appear four times during their four years as undergraduates--twice as the defendant of a question and
twice as the objector.

The ceremonials 8urroundin~ the

disputations, either public or private, were lavish,
being called 9uadraqesimals, and were held each year
during the Lenten season. 19
Each argument of a given question included three
separate stages of development.

At the beginning, the

first participant. called the respondent, proposed. an

answer to the question and supported it with evidence. 20
The logical defense of a thesis in a disputation usually
10

Costello 1 P•· 15.
19 .
Ibid., PP• 14-15•
20curtis, P•

ea.

a
scholastically with Eton. 27

"The declared purpose of

tho foundation was the free education in all sound
Christian and grammatical learning, of poor men•a
children, without distinction of nation, to the exact ·
number of 153 at a time • "' •

It appears that

Milton may have received soma private tutoring in his
home for a. period of time.

Some scholars believe that

Milton received private instruction from Thomas Young
whose tutorin9 probably supplied Milton with background
in the classics, French, Italian, natural science, and
perhaps geoqra.phy. 29 Also, in his poem M Patrem,
.Milton points out how he waa urqed by his father to

study.
1 will not mention a father's,.
usual generositiee, for greater
things have a claim on ma. It
was at your expense, daar father;
after I had qot mastery of the
language of Romulus and the graces
of Latin, and acquired the lofty

speech of the magniloquent Greeks,

which is fit for the lips of Jove
himself, that you persuaded me to
add the f lowera which France boasts
and the ·eloquence which the modern
Italian pours from his degenerate
moutb-test~fying by his accent to
2 7aarris Francis .Fletcher, ~.Intellectual P.~ve~on
ment of John Milton (Urbana, Illino1s,, 1~61)• l, 165•
28Masson.,· 1, 74.,

29aush, P• 22.

9

the barbarian wars--and the mysteries
ered by the Palestinian
prophet. 0

ui

This early inst.ruction served him well and prepared him
for his entrance to St. Paul's•
At st. Paul•s, under the supervisioll of Alexander
Gill and Alexander Gill the younger, Milton received a

thoroughly *'trivial" education.

According to the curri-

cula of the academies of ancient Rome, seven Liberal Arts
were studied.

The first part of such a curriculum, known

as the guadrivium, included arithmetic, qeometry, music,

and astronomy.

The trivium,or second part of tile classi-

cal curriculum, which included grammar, rhetoric• and
logic• was the basis for Milton•s education at

School.

st. Paul•s

nFor St• Paul*s School, which prepared Milton

for Cambridge• was as completely given over to the study
of the trivium• in Latin and Greek., as was, the qrammar
school Ovid attended in Rome.• 31 Durinq his years at
st. Paul's• Milton became acquainted with not only
grammar, rhetoric, and loqie, but also history, oratory 1
philosophy, drama; composition, natura.l science. French,
Italian, Hebrew; and possibly ge09raphy and music. 32
30Merr!tt: Y. lluqhes,. ed,., John Milton: complete
rJ>oems and ~:~ajo.r: Prose (New York," '195"1>", PP• fj4 ...as ...
ll;onald Lemen Clark; John t-t!lton ,!S st, Paul•s
school (New York, 1948), PP• 3-4.

32

.

Bush, PP• 21-22.

10

Therefore, when Milton entered Cambridge University 1 he

was completely oriented to the types. of study which would
confront him.

Because of the exeollonce of his early

education, it does not aeem.
.

jects he encountered at the

0

•

likely that any of the slll>-'"

Univ~rsity

were foreign to

him.

Milton•s years as an under9raduate at Car.lbridge
have been cited as a period of unhappiness, utter
When he entered Christ•o

dejection, and lcmeliness.
\>

''

'

College in 1625 1 Milton was assigned to Fellow William
Chappell.

He experienced some unknown 41fficulty with
his esteemed tutor and was r~stieated in 1626. 33 Nothing

ia known of the incident which provoked his rustication,
and

it is not known on whom the blame was laid

University.,

by the

According to John Aubrey• one of Milton's

earliest biographers, who received the information from
Milton•s brother CbX'istopher, Milton was "whipped" by

Chappell; but

t.~is

seems more a rumor than a fact.

While flo99in9 may have occurred sporadically durinq

the years that Milton was at Cambridqe as a student,
thero is no record in existence of Milton having suffered

or

even . deserved such a punishment. 34

Nevertheless 1

Milton wao"sent down' from the University for one term.
33HUQhes,

P• 7n.

34arian w. Downs~ cam.bridSl!, Past .!!!2. Present
(London, !!.•!•>, P• 237•

ll

He .remained at. home for that term and.spoke of his
"exile" in ,Ele2x l., a poem written to bis fl:iend Charles
Diodati.
At present I f oel no concern about
re·turning to tbe sedgy Crua and I
am troubled by no nostalgia for my
f orbidd&n quarters there. The bare

fields; so niggardly of pleasant
shade• have no charm for me.

How

wretchedly suited that place is to
the worshippers of Phoebust It is
disqustinq to be constantly subjected to the threats of a rouqh
tutor and to other indignities
which my spirit cannot endure. But
if this be exile• to have returned
to the paternal home and to ba
care-f rec to enjoy a delightful
leisure, then I have no objection
to the name or to the lot of a
fugitive and I am glad to t!se
advantage of my banishment.
In this passage Milton sounds

~ueh

like an· adolescent

who, perhaps punished unjustly for some misdemeanor, is

suffering more :from wounded pride than from punishment.
But this elegy has been cited as an early example of

Milton•s dislike for Cambritlqe University.

He was

reinstated after one term• and in a letter to Thomas
Young (the date of which William Riley Parker bas established with some validity as being lG27)! 6 Milton
35Hughes, P• a.
36John s. Diekhoff 1 ed., Milton .2!l Himself (New
York, 1939), P• 40.

12

wrii:est

I have written these lines at
London amon9 the petty distractions
of the city, not, as usual, surrounded by Books. Therefore, if
anythinq in this Letter has not
measured up to your expectation,
it shall be compensated by another
mo~& carefully written, as soon as
I have returned to the haunts of
the Muses.37
The "haunts of the Muses" refere to Cambridge.

Of course,

~

it could be one of Milton•s "literary clichesf 0 but if

Milton had been in something less than a "state of' grace"
with his tutor and fellow students, it seems obvious that

he would not have included such a fond epithet in his
letter.

And, if the letter was indeed t.'Titt.en in 1627

as Mr. Parker•s arguments seem to establish, then it
was written shortly after his rusticatiot1 and his
~urmosed

period of unpopularity.

one would assume that

Milton would still have been somewhat bitter about his

recent "banishm.ent.tt

His bitterness was certainly

obvious in bis Elegy of 1626 to Diodati.
To support their contention that Milton•s dislike
for.the University was evident as early as his first
years as a student there, Hanford, Tillyard, and others

have pointed to Milt.on•a academic exercise:11 or Prolusions.
37unless noted otherwise, all paasaqes cited frou
Milton's prose works will be taken from the Complet~ Prose
wor~f!. ~John Milton, Don M. Wolfe, q~neral editor,
h;;ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1953)•

13

The autobioqraphical elements these scholars have found
in the Prolusions have been interpreted quite freely.
In fact, they appear to have boen interpreted too freely.
Tillyard espoaially bas a definite tendency to read a
biographical literalness into Milton•s vritinqa which
may not be present at ali. 38 Therefore, to present an
ordered and objective study of Milton•a attitude toward
Cambridqe as seen in his Prolusions, this paper will
first discuss the current scholarly opinion of that

attitude.

Then, some repudiation of the current opinion

will be made by demonstrating the looseness of interpretation which has been placed upon each Prolusion
studied.

As an underqraduata at Cambridge, Milton read his
Prolusions as required disputations before the students
and Fellows.

Some were read in the Public Schools of

the University (..!.n Seholi$ !,ublicis)J others were read
in Chriat•s College (!!!.

Colleg!~)·

PThe academic

exercises, which though they cannot be precisely dated
l\iith the exception of number VI which was given at a

vacation exercise in the summer of l62ti) 39 belong in
general to the latter part of Milton•a university
career and ahow the poet fully confirmed in his anti•
38Hartman, p., 45.

39Tillyard introduction, xvii,.
1

14

echolastic point of view and already a master of th$
rhetoric of humanistic reform ••, 4 o l•t this time, the
npoet" was nineteen years of age.

Also, since Milton's

sixth Prolusion is definitely dated 1628, it would be
quite natural to assume that Prolusions .! through .¥.
were probably presented befa·1een 1625 an<t 1628.

There•

fore, they would belong to the early part of Milton•s
university eareert as he did not leave until 1632.
In Prolusion

1.,

delivered In

Colle~io

probably

in Milton's second year. the topic of the disputation
is "Whether nay or Night. is the More Excellent.tt

It

is in the E>to.rdium or introduction that scholars find
the first references to Milton's unhappy status as an
unpopular student•

As he stands before bis fellow

students of Christ•s preparing to present bis oration•
Milton gazes at the "Unfriendly.. faces be:fore him.

To

those faces he remarksi
For how can I hope for your
good•'\-iill, when in all this
great assembly I encounter
none but·hostile qlanees; so
that my task seems to be to
placate the implacable?
(I* 219}
Mas~on

calls the$e lines a eastiqation of those students

whose animosity toward him Milton could detect while

15
facing thGm. 41

Hanford offers tho opinion that theae

lines depict Mil ton as. an "is".lated" bein9, separated
from bis fello·w students by his !*ascetieism,u by his

intellectual arrogance, and, perhaps, by his delicate
physical appearance~ 2 And Thomas Hartman holds the

same opinion,.
Milton must have been deeply
hurt during his early years at
Cambridge, and, rhetorical rules
or no rhe~orical rules, he could
not smother his chance of public
revonge. Whether he was justified in what he did in this
speech,. [sicJ cannot be deter-

mined because no one has explained the difficulty between
Milton and his fellow students.
Howovor; whether his oratorical
performance was a success can be
determined with certainty. It
must have failedf for by turning
the will of bis audience aqainst
himself, he has rendered persuasio~3impossible from the
start.
The dominant impression of Milton at Cmnbridge is

that of a very sensitive young man who worked diligently
and conscientiously at his own private studies and who
condemned the follies, viccu.a, and lack o:f intellectual

interests among his fellow students._

sueh an attitude

would surely encourage unpopularity.

aut in justifying

41 Masson, It 277.
42Jrunos Holly Ha..'lford,. John Milton, EnSilislunan

(New York, 1949),.pp. 38 1 30 1 cited hereafter as Milton.
43 Hartman P• 24.r
6

16
his posit.ion on Milton's l.adk of comradeship, Hanford
takes into consideration Milton•s over-activa imagi•
nation.
one suspects • • • that the dislike
which he finds in his associates 1$
largely a fiqment of his imagination.
Everythinq indicates that Milton vas
a singularly winninq person and that
when he met oppositio~ it was usually
because he sought it. 4
.
It may be assumed, then, that· Milton is seekinq to

------x.

cultivate opposition in Prolusion

If one examines closely the opening sentences of

Milton's first Prolusion, one will see.that he begins
by announcing that the primary duty of all orators is
to win the good will of the audience.

He then disreqards

this duty and states that his approach will be totally
unorthodox.
At the outset of my oration

I fear I shall have to say somethinq contrary to all the rules
of oratory, and be forced to
depart. from the first and chief
duty of an orator.
(I, 219)
!

It is after this statement that he begins his bitter
attack on the unfriendly faces in bis presence_.

He sees

only a few well-wishers and to them he will address his
b

44
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I

I

••

Hanford, Milton, P• 38.
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remarks.

Thus, he reversos what Cicero and all other

authorities on rhetoric called for and all but completely
abuse& his audience.
so provocative of aniraoai ty 1: even

in the home of learning, is the

rivalry of those who pursue
different studies or whose opinions
.differ concernin9 the studies they
pursue in common.
(1 1 219)

This was not an atypical approach to a disputation for
·Milton.

He consistently opened with an
exordium designed to capture
the .interest of his baarars .
whether or not it had anyth1ng
to do with the subject under
discussion (and ~ometimes it

did not) •• • .4

·

Then, just as suddenly as he had attacked his hearers,
he reverses bis attitude and says that if he is considered too vicious and his words too bitinq 1 he has
opened his discourse in t."lis way intentionally.

"He

wanted his discourse to resemble the earliest part of
dawn, full of clouds from which the day gradually
emerqes ... 46

4s'From. a ~ote to Prolusion l. by l<athryn McEuon
in the ComDlete Prose, I• 217.
46Fletcher, I! 432.
1

Ill Iii
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It you consider that I have
spoken with too much sharpness
and bitternesa, I confess that
I have done so intentionally,
for I wish the beqinnin9 of my
speech to resemble the first
gleam of dawn 1 which presages
the fairest day when overcast.
(I 1 221) .

His disputation, after all, was

0

Whet.her Day or Might

is the More Exaellent,n and he seems to have argued in
favor of the day.

There appears to be very little rea-

son to believe that Milton was sincere in bis attack

on his associates in this Proluaion.,

If he appears

anxious to offend, he appears more anxious to capture
the attention of hi• audience-.

And; in all probability.

there was no more anilllOs!ty present than that friendly;
competitive spirit which an argumentative presentation
would inspire.

What Milton displayed in Prolusion l.

was not his unpopular status but his desire to startle
in order to persuade.
Milton appears at the peak 0£ his persuasive powers
in Prolusion l,l!, a diaputation delivered

1l! Seholis

Publicis and entitled uM Attack on the scholastic
Philosophy 1 •• which has been interpreted as Mil ton's

complete condemnation of the lack of intellectual
stimulation at his university.

Those who would see

Milton as a young reformer cite this exercise as his
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statement of thorouqh distaste for Cambridqe, its
proftrnsors,: and its curriculum.

"In tone Milton•a

[thiraj Prolusion is entirely uncompromisinq.

lt is

less an arqument than a glowing poetical denunciation
of scholastic philosophy and a panegyric of the new
studies advocated by Baeon. 047

If I·ean at, all judge your feelinqs
by my own, what pleasure can there
possibly ha in these pretty diapu•
tations of sour old men, which reek,
if not of the eave of ~rophonius. at
any rate of the monkish cells in
which they were written• e"''"Ude t.he
gloomy severity of their writers.
bear the traces of their authors'
wrinkles. and in spite of their
condensed style produce by their
excessive tediousness only boredom
and distaste: and if ever they are
read at length, provoke an altogether
natural aversion and an utter disgust
in their i:-eaders.

• • so
• • it• is
• •not
• • likely
• • • that
• • •th.e
•• • •
And
dainty and elegant Muses preside over
these raq9ed and tattered studies, or
consent to be the patrons of their
maudlin partisans. • • •
(I• 241-243)
His vehemence seems.convineinq, and because Milton calls
for a study of nature in this Prolusion, it has been
assumed that he was advocating the overthrow of the
study of the classics and that he was strongly ... • • in
favour of that real or experimental knowledge (Geoqraphy•
4 7Tillyard

1

introduction, xxiii.

2.0

Astronomy, Meteorology, Natural History, Politics, etc.)

_

which it was Bacon•s design t.o recommend in lieu of the
Prolusion III has been cited
......................................

also by Tillyard as Milton•s aliqnment with tha Bacon!an
movement.
[Milt.o;;/ was actively opposed to
the prevailinq system of education,
and for years af terw&rd$ continued
to express that opposition. Indeed
Cambridge seems to have evoked all
those powers of resistance which in
a congenial home and at a school
where his talents were appreciated
had been quiescent. It is q"~ite
possible that the whole trouble
arose from his declarinq from the
first for the Baconians or educntionul
reformers. .Milton, exasperated at
haviuq t.o spend time on scholastic
subtleties when he wanted to study
history or mathecatica, probably gave
hia candij opinion on educational
methods.,

This statement. seems a desperate attempt to make Milton
a promoter of scholastic reforms, and Tillyard is an

example of those recent scholars who novaremphasize the
Daconian possibility to the p<>int where Milton is thrown
into a fixed position in the so....called Battle of the
Books." SO

More than callinq for the over·throw of scho-

lasticism in favor of more modQrn studies, Hilton gives
the impression that he would pref~r a purer study of
48Masson, I, 282n.
49-rillya.rd, introduction. xxii.
50aartman, P• 42•
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the ancients,.
These studies a.re as fruitless as
they are·joyless 1 and can add nothing
whatever to true knowledge. If we set
before our eyes those hordes of old
men in monkish garb, the chief authors
of these quibbles, how many amonq them
have ever contributed anythinq to the
enrichment of literature? Beyond a
doUbt, by their harsh and uncouth
treatment they have nearly rendered
hideous that. philosophy which was
once cultured and t-tell-ordered and

urbane, and like evil geni.1 they have
implanted thorns and briars in men•o
hearts and introduced disco.rd into
the schools, which has notably retarded
the happy proqress of our scholars.

o:,

244-245)

izor is his call for a study of nature in teclmologica.l

terms.
But how much better were it, gentle•
men. and how much more consonant witb
your dignity, now to let your eyes wander as it were over all the lands
depicted on the map, and to behold the
places trodden by the heroes of old~ to
ranqe OVOX' the regions ma.de famous by
wars,, by triumphs, and even by the
tales of poets of renown. now to traverse the stormy Adriatic• now to climb
unharmed the slopes of fiery Etna,
then to spy out the customs of mankind
and those states which are well-ordered.J
next to seek out nnd explore the nature
of all living creatures, and after that
to turn your attonti.:>n to the secret
virtues of stones and herbs.
.
(It 246)
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There ie something of a. ruae involved in Milton's
denunciation of seholasticism.

He relies on clever

trickery to out-wit his opponents who will defend
scholasticism.

If Milton•s opponents consider him an

advoeats of modernity, if they interpret his speech as
a call for the overthrow of

schol~sticism

and the study

of the ancients# Milton hac won his arqument: for in
denouncing the ancients he also calls for a cloDe study
of Aristotle.

This means that his opponents would be

forced to denounce Aristotle in opposing Milton's thesis

and would, therefore, <lefeat their purposa in upholding
the study of the ancionts in order to win the upper hand
in the disputation.

Of course, if one iB to agree with

Hanfo:r:d,, then Prolusion !II ia a thorot19ll denunciation

of Aristotle.

•Milton stands with Colet in his devotion

to Plat.o as opposed to Ariatmtle 1 with Erasmus in his
scorn of the barbarous inanity of the sehools." 51 This
does not

see~

true; Milton aliqns himself with

A~istotle•

Milton•s third :Prolusion involves a deliberate juxtaposition of vie'W'pOints in order to defeat all opposing
arguments.

Ha denounces scholaaticiam and calls for a

pure study of Aristotle's teachings at the same time.
In all these studies take as your
instructor him who is already your
delight-Aristotle, who bas recorded

' !1 ..

. ....
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all these thinqs with learning
and diligence for our instruction.

er.

247-240)

And if Milton is in favor of studying such subjects a.s
geography, astronomy,

ai1d

natural history, he is

interasted in them as Aristotle taught them.
Probably, Mil ton tras thinking about
one or more of £'\X'istotle's numerous
studies of living creatures, his

biological tracts 011 cmimals--the
Historia Animalium, the !l! Genaratione! tho De Incessu, or the

De Part bus Aii!'malium--and his
paycho!ogl'cal tract!' Qs. Anima:
his account of chem cal elements in
the Meteq,ro~o~ia t: ang.,i:iossibly the
spurious De I'lantis. "'
·.

Also, in Milton•a call for a. study of weather and
astronomy, Aristotle's .Es Coela and his De Generatione
,!!.

C?r~uetione

could have been used.

on the nature of time and eternity is

l;Jtd the study
t~eated

exten-

sively by Aristotle in Books III and IV of the Physics. 53
Thus, Milton the ••Ba.conianu has hardly left the study

of ancient knowledge.

In rushinq to judge Mil.ton as a Baconia.n who totally
opposes scholasticism in Prolusion !!l.• scholars overlook several important facts. the most itr\portnnt of which

is that Prolusion ,!!!. is an academic exercisa--syllogistic in style and presented in Aristotelian logic.

52Hartman,
SJ Ibid.

P• 37.
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And, ironically enough. although it vigorously attacks
scholasticism. it is in aceU¢'.ate scholastic.form. 54

Had·Milton•s attack been considered a serious
•

f

one. he would probably have
rustication.

-

•

f~ced

.

another period of

Durin9 the Commencement exercises of 1631 1

objections were raised a9ainst one llicholas Ganninq t

a Fellow of Corpus Christi. because he "railed against
school divinity. ,.SS

Yet ..,. there are no records of any

objections to th$ studentMilton•s "railings" against
the basic metl1.od of study at Cambridge.

One can easily

imagine the Fellows of Cambridqe enjoying the superb
rhetorical style of the young Milton.
Satire also plays a lar<Je part in tl1e tone of

------

Profusion III.

Its satirical sections ''• • • show a

whimsical 1 almost rollickin\f temper, ·out for fun at
.

.

the expense of all settled institutions. including
colleges and the qods 1 and ready to break a lance with

anyone. •• 56

The third l,rolusion takes a fun-filled

swing at the classical and reverent mythology.

..Milton

wishes he had not been obliqed to stt"ug9le through
scholastic pllilosophy • but instead had been forced to ·

54oonald Lemon Clark. 11 Milton's Rhetorical Exercises, .. The ~uart,erl~ Journal ,!?!. SJ2!ecll, LXVI (1960),
297-301 1 ai.ted hereafter as .Q\1arter12.
55Tillyard, introduction, xxiii.
56J. M. French, "Milton as Satirist, .. Publication
of~ Modern 11.anm!age Association, 51 (1936), 414-42§.
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• • • and I have envied Hercules
his luck in having been·spared .
such labors as these by a kindly
Juno.
'
·
(It 242)
Now satire does not imply dislike7 it is, instead,
a method of approach.

And, in his satiric vein, Milton

echoes another ancient--Juvenal, the qreat Roman
sat~rist,

who writes in Satire

.!t

Must I be forever only a listener- ·
never talk ba<!k,
Though bored so of ten by the Thesaid
of Cordus 1 the hack?
Is this man or that, tfithout my revonge,
to pour out a stream
Of love ·wails, farces, a saqa of
Telephus, ream on ream
'l'o waste a whole day.,, or a hackneyed

Orestes, now distending
All over the margins and onto the back,
without ever endinq.
No man knows his O\vn house so well
as I know the qrove of Mars
And Vulca.n•s cave, close to where the

cliffs of Aeolus ue.
What ·the ttzinds are doing, what souls

Aeacus in hell torments,
From where someone is stealing that
· Golden 'Fleece 1 : how imr."::lanse

Are the uh trees Uonychus hurls
in battle.........these epics bombard
our eardrums, Fronto•s sycamores
shake, bis ~tatues are jarred,
l';,rad the constant reciting cracks
marble pillars and pilasters.
You get. the same kind of tripe
from poets or poetasters.
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I too had to learn that stuff in
1Sehool; on pain of the rod;
I too in my speech gave hing31qht
advice to Sulla to nod
.
Bis dotage away in~peace and private
life. But today
·
It'-'' surely stupid indulqencH1 1 when

so many bard.lets bray
All around; to spare thg paper they•re
sure to desecrate. 9
It is quite possible that Milton recalled these words

when he wrote hi$ own dGnuneiation:
Believe .'ma, my learned friends, .
when I 90 through these empty
quibbles as I often must; aqainst
my will 1 it seems to me as i£ I
were f oreinq my way through rough
end rocky waste&• desolate wildernesses, and precipitous mountain
gorges. And so it is not likely
that. the dainty and elegant Muses
preside over these rag•;.t&d. and tattered studies.- or consent to be
patrons of their maudlin partisans;
and I cannot believe that there was
ever a plaeo for them on Parnassus
unless it were some waste corner at
the very foot of the mountain• some
spot with naught to command it,
tangled and matted with thorn$ and
brn.mbles · overgrown w1 th thistles
and nettles., remote from the dances
and company of the goddesses, where
no laurels grow nor flowers bloom,
and to whieh the sound of Apollo*s
lyre can never penetrate.
CI, 243)

SS~e r~ference
0

is to the Emperor Sulla who retired

some one hundred twenty· years before Juvenal lived., It
appears that Juvenal's exercise was to debate whether
Sulla should have retired. Juvenal took the affirmative
position.
59:u.erbert Creekmore trans.,. !.h!. Satires !!.£ Juvenal
1
(Ne'\f York, 1963) 1 pp. 25-26.
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The reforence to the Muses recalls to mind Milton•s
letter to Thomas Younq in which
as the .,haunts of the Muses....

h~

ref erred 'to Cambridqe

And in a letter to his

former instructor Alexander Gill in 1628• Milton referred
to Cambridge as the "cloisters of the Muses."

Is

Cambridge both the home of the Muses ·and barren of their
presence at the same time?

The only answer it would

seem is that the letters are personal and reflect
Milton's.personal opinionf Prolusion !!,! is rhetorical,
and filled with phrases of persuasion •.

If read and interpreted as Milton's last words on
'

'

tho subject of scholasticism, Prolusion .ll!, does appear
to be a thorouqh denunciation of Cambridge and all the
ideals for which it stood in the seventeenth century.
However, if considered as an academic exercise, as·an
assiqned rhetorical declamation to be refuted by other
students, then this exercise loses its personal element..
It becomes not }lilton•s o\m attitude toward the University but his contribution to an academic disputation.

We t!annot, as.others ha.vet accept
the attack in this prolus1on as
Milton's confirmed attitude toward
all scholastic disciplines. What
he says here is conf incd to this
one oratio, and must not be indiscriminately sp~ead over his

mind or writings• O

60Pletcher, II, 471.
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------

Prolusion IV is of inter~st only in that while

discussing tho thesis '*In 'the Destruction,of any
substance
~lilton

th~re

can be no Reaolution into First Matter,"

interrupts his dialectic with the remark that

he is borinq himself and expects that he is certainly
boring his listeners.
l cannot tell whether I have
bored you, but I have CQrtainly
bored myself to extinction.
(I, 254)

Howevar insi<;mificant such a statement might seem, it
is an important one to scholars who insist that Milton

hated his scholantic 1i.rtudies•

It. is c.,rtainly not an

attack on scholasticism or an opinion of the Cambridqe

curriculum, but soma learned men consider it

a..~

insiqht

into Milton•s own opinion of the work which he was undertakinq at the t:ima.

However, the statement sounds more

like a rhetorical device aimed at keeping the ttqood
will" of his listeners than another attack on scholasticiam.

It is enough to aay, thenf that Prolusion ,!!

offers no evidence of Milton•s alleged

anL~osity

toward

Cambridge.

In a discussion of Milton•s academic exorcises.
something should ba said briaf ly about Prolusion !,,

delivered In Scholis Publicis.

As though warning his

listeners aqainst takin9 him at his wo:r.d in Prolusion .!!!.,

29

Miltonts fifth l?rolunion is a completely scholastic
oration written on a scholastic topic, "There are no
partial Forms in an Animal in addition to the Uholo. 0

•It is an oratio, another oppononcy, and its eloquence
cannot be denied. 061

The style of this exercise qives

t.he impression that Hilton lingered lovin\JlY over its
preparation, and that it

\17M

not a dull scholastic

argument to be presented in eomplianee with the anti•
quated practices of a medieval university.
:t:v~ry

statement he made in J.>rolusion

!!! about the complete aridity and

lack of vitality in scholaatic matters
is refut~d by the rhetoric of this
ontl piece. Ho might almost seem to
be refutinq himself, as expressed in
l>rolusion .!!!1 but we must recall 62
that both topics ware set for him.

Finally, attention must be focused upon

~rolusion

.!!. a broad, somatillleSI bawdy composition in which Milton
qives his sense of humor a free rein.

This exercise

baa been cited as proof that Milton•s previous unpopularity was ended by 1628• the date of its pre-

sentation,..
Prolusion VI \tas presented "In the Coll090 Summer
Vacation" in the summer of 162a.

It is a satirical

piece done in fun* and it is not to be taken at its
61 tbid•
62 Ibid.
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face value.

The vacation exercise seems to have been

a rollicking aff'air in tone much like the mock ceremonies honoring the boy bishop or the boy
Middle Ages.

po~

of the

The:Prolusion is preaentod in mock.

solemnity with prose of a sober style# but it is filled

with seeming nonsense. ·
Milton was asked to sarva as Dicta.tor of the affair.,
and be sets the mood fot' merriment with his Prolusion •.

He mentions ·that theril are enciuqh foola in the world
without adding himself, and he admits that. the whole

affair is somewhat silly.

Howevor. ha hastens to add

that it is intended to be silly, and there is no reason for him to ref rain from playing the part of the
fooi. 63
· ·• • • as if the world w~re not
already full of fools, as if that
fanious Ship of Fools,·as renowned
in sonq as the Argo herself, had
been wrecked, or finally as if

t.hare were not matter enough already to make even Democritus
lauqh.
.
But I ask your pardon, my
hearers t f.or though I have spoken
somewhat too freely, the custom
which wa celebrate today is assuredly
no foolish one ·. but on the contrary
most commendab!e, as l intend to make
plain forth~ith.
• • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • there is assuredly no reason
why I should be ashamed to play the
wise fool for a while, $Specially
at the bidding ot him whose duty it

•

63 Ibid., P• 446.
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is, like the aediles' at Rome, to
o.rqanise these shows, which .are··.
almost a regular custom.
.

(I; 266-267)

It is interestinqto note, also, that Milton's fondness
for Cambridge is nowhere more obvious than in the lines
of this Prolusion.
on my return from. that city which
is the chief of all cities. • • I
looke~ forward to enjoying once more
a spell of cultured leisure. a mode
of life in which. it is.my belief,
even the souls of the blessed find
delight• I fully intended at last
to bury·myselt in learning and to
devote myself day and night to the
cliarms of philosophy. • • •
(I 1 266)

He then mentions that he has recently received. enough
kindnesses from his fellow students to warrant his

aqreeing to any request made of him.

It appears that

some time previously he had delivered- an academic· oration
1

which he felt would never succeed.
surprise and delight it

But much to his

was received well

by 'the stu-

dents.

Por, when; some months ago; I was
to make an academic oration before
you, I felt sure that any effort
of mine would have but a cold reception from you, and would find
in Aecus or Minos a more lenient
judge than in any one of you. But
quite contrary to my expectation,
contrary indeed to any spark of

32

hope l may hav• entet'tained, I
heard, or rather I myself felt,
that my speech·was received with
quite unusual applause on every
hand, even on the part of those
who had previously shown me only
hostility and dislike because of
disaqreements concernlng our studies.
(I,. 267)

This statement appears to be a reference to Prolusion

-I in which Milton had attacked his audience but had
.

later stated that it had been his intention to do so. 64

The mention of hostility toward him by certain students

is interesting but seems.minor.

It is unlikely that

any student would spend four or more years in college
and not clash with another student at one poL,t in

bis career.
While the entire exercise is filled with fun and

nonsense, it still seems to hint at,a fondness in
Milton's heart
University.

fo~

his fellow students and for the

And while he nover makes a specific state-

ment to the effect, that fondness is sensed in the
general lanquaqe of Prolusion !!, and in such passages
as the f ollowinq.
Certainly I
I need beg and
the Huses, for
rounded by men
and the Graces
I Ill

I

do not consider that

implore the help of
I find myself surin whom the Muses
are incarnate, and
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it seems to me that Helicon and all
the other shrines of the Mu.lies have
poured forth t.heir nurslings to
celebrate this day, so that one might
believe that the laurels of Parnassu.a
pine and f ad.e for lack of them.
(I,., 270)

If the opinions of such scholars as Masson, Till-

yard, and Hanford are to be accepted,, then Milton•s
Prolusions not only show the younq rebel's low opinion
of the medieval curriculum of Cambridge but also point

out his rather unpopular status among the students at
Christ's Colleqe for holding fast to that opinion.
Masson summarizes what he considers Milton•a attitude
toward Cambridqe while a student there by stating:

Por the present it in'enouqh t:o
say that,. as Milton came to be one

of those·· who advocated a radical
reform in the system of the Bn9lish
Universities# and helped to brin9
the system as it existed into popular disrepute, so the dissatisfaction
which then brok~ out so conspicuously
had begun, and had been already manifested by him* while he was still at
Cambridge,. ln other words, Milton,
while at Cambridge, was one of those
younqer spirits--Ramists, Bacon1ans 1
Platoniats as they mi9ht be called.
collectively or distributively--who
were at war with the methods of the
place. and g1d not conceal their
hostility. 6
.
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If

Milton.~onducted

a "war cf reform• while he was a

student at Cambridge, it must have been a weak one.
For nothin9 in the way of radical reforms occurred
either durin; bis time in residence there or after
his departure in 1632.

Aqain 1 as if sUbstantiating

pre-conceived ideas with misinterpreted passages fro•
Milton•s writings, Bush draws a conclusion very similar
to that of Masson a.bout the student Milton.
. ln and between t.he lines·

of his

acade111ic speeches and private
letters and his early Latin and
En9lish poems we get a picture
of a strong, sensitive• and
morally fastidious young man who
rises from some initial unpopularity to the enjoyiaent of
friendly esteem; an ardent.
liberal humanist who rebels
against tha scholastic curriculum and has a larqe and thrillinq
vision of a nmf era in England
and the world that hg may help
to inauqurate. • • • 6· .

Mr• Bush• s "piet:ure" is so perfect. that one is

inclined to remark that ho has read more batween the
lines than in them.

These arc both rather idealized

pictures of young John

Milton~

. However, if viewed objectively. the Prolusions
cannot be viewed as Milton's definite opinion of
Cambridge.

They wore exercises in tho art of rhetoric

and oratory, and Milt.on was quite a polished rhetorician.
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I.n the college exeraises he demonstrated his unusual

ability to manipulate words oratorically and eloquently,
.

'\.

since, in c:u;sence. that was his purpose, in order to
persuade bis audience t.o aqree w.1 th his proposi ti.on.

At one point he deliberately insulted all who refused

to accept his proposition, or even those who had some
possible doubts about its merit.

He was partisan; he was. unfair;
he ranted: ho was witty• even
humow:ousi but above all he was
eloquent. He embarked on f li(Jhts
of woxds in his proae that soar
and almost sing. He insisted
that he was only beinq reasonable,
but dl.t.Wled anyone who did not
instantly aqree 1 whethgt: reasonably convinced or not. 1
His wit was usually rhetorically liqht, but occasionally

he slipped into coarser humor which was almost sla:pst.ick1 even bm«ly • appearing primarily u

scorn and

sco:ffin9,, 68 He used every possible rhetorical device

at hand to persuade his listeners to accept his views,
Hilton•e Prolusions• then 1 were almost universally
academic, with little of the personal element in them.
And, when viewed objectively, they do little to prove
that Milton had no fondness for bis alma mater while
a student witl1in her walls.

u1Fl~tche~.
68 :rbid.t

.

II. 435.

A New Look at the

~pglog~

lf Milton•s academic: exercises do not sufficiently
satisfy. those sclwlars who ··would prove how vehemently
Milton disliked Cambridge Univt;,,rsity., then tbe violent
railin9s against that institution in a pamphlet entitled le, Agolo,gx p.gainst A· Pm112hlet Called

A l·todest

Confutation g5_ lh!. Ani.madver;sion,s g!. the Remonstrant
against Smec:tymguus add considerable fuel to the fire.
i>assaqes from the Apoloil! have! been cited as Milton•s
open and frank statements concerninq the "sickness"

of the University and the utter lack of intellectual
viqor among the Fellows and students there.

Yet, as

in the case of Milton•s earlier Prolusions, the ApoloSJ.I

has, in some instances, been misinterpreted and read
strictly for.its bioqraphical content, which often does
not exist except in the mind of the interpreter.
The f~of,9Sll':

£.!!A §;mec:tvmuu.1 appeared in

1~42

during

a time
in which MiltontWU
involved
in a public contro"
,-~,.-</,\\~{--){{}~(~';
.
' ;, ,.

versr concerning church government. The controversy grew
in intensity when; in 1641, ·Parliament• with a stronq
Puritan element present, boqan to debate the question
of church reform.

Into this debate was introduced the

Root and Branch Bill callinq for the total abolition .
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of the Episcopacy in the Church of England,
result of the introduction

o~

As a

t-~o

this bill,

f actiona

sprang up, one advocating the abolition of the Episcopacy and one clamorinq for its preservation; and the
controversy raged in the form of public

p&~phlets

and against. the impending reform measure,.

for

Bishops

Joseph Hall and James Usher, prominent leaders of the
pro-episcopal faction• between them published a number
of pampblets tthich argued for the preservation of the

Episcopacy.

.f!.m.ong Hall's pamphlets was one entitled . ·

,!!l Humble Remonstrance ,t:;>

which appeared in 1641,.

controversy took form.

~

!iiqh

Court~

Parlirunent,

At. this point. the "Sntectymnuus••

Hall's pamphlet was answered by

a qroup of Puritan ministers who signed their pamphlet
with the word •smectymnuus"--a word composed of the
initials of the various ministers. 69

The sraeaty.muuana ws.re answored in pamphlets by
both Bishop Hall and Bishop Usher.
entitled Defense

Hall's pamphlet was

~ .1:~~

Humble Remonstrance against !!l!,
frivolous and false exceptions of Smectymnuus. 70 Shortly

thereafter, Milton joined in the controversy and answered

~anford . Handbook• P• 77. The five ministers were
Stephen Marshall, Edmund Calamy, Thomas Young, Matthew
Newcomen, and William spursto~. For further 1nformation
about these men see Masson,. II., 219-220•
?Oibid • ., P• 82.
..

69
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Hall with a pamphlet entitled Animadversions

U,2QI\

the

Remonstrant's Defense against smeetxmnuus in which he
attacked Bishop Hal.l with ridicule and scorn. 71 Some
time passed before Milton•s pamphlet was answered.

__

It

was not until March or April of 1642 that !::,. Modest

...........................................
..............................
Confutation of the Animadversions of the Remonstrant
__......,~

again$t Smectypmuu,s, appeared. 72

In this pamphlet,,

Milton is attacked and his reputation as a scholar at
Cambridge University is smeared,

It is said of him

that his Cam.bridge years were filled with wild, indecent

revelries, that he was an unpopular student of whom the
University eventually ridded itself by ffvomiting" him
forth, after which he proceeded to reside in a "suburb
sinke" of London,

repute.

!•.!.•,

a neighborhood of some ill

one can imaginethe indignation Milt.on experienced

as he read through the·paqes of the pamphlet.

In-a short

time, Milton set out to answer the charqea brought aqainst
him in the Modest Confutation.

His reply a.ppearerl in

the form of the !P210SI2 !.2!, Splectymnut.tth
In the pages o:f the

care

to

1~no,lo~,

Milton takes great

vindicate his reputation against the vicious

charges made in

,a Modest

Confutation.

As ho diseusse&

his youthful years, he mentions Cambridge University in
71 Ibid:_
72Masson, II, 390.
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several places.

Two of theso passaqes have been cited

by scholars as attacks upon Cambridge as ncurrilous in

nature as those in Proluaion

!!!•

The first passage

supposedly attacks not only Cambridge but also "her

sister" oxford.
As for the common approbation or
dislike of thnt place, as now it
is, that I should esteeme or dis•
esteeme my selfe or any other more
for that* too simple and too credulous is the Confuter, if he
thinke to obtaine with me, or any
right discerner. Of small practize
were that Physitian who could not
judge by what both she or her sister. hath of lon~ time vomited.
that the worser stuffe she strongly
keeps in her stomack, but the better
she is ever keeking at. and is
queasie. She vomits now out of
sicknesse~ but ere.it be well with
her. she must vomit by strong phyaiek.
(I• 884-895)
The oecond passage appears to b0 a refer<::nce to Milton's

own opinion of his fellow students at Cambridge.

There while they acted, and overacted, among other youn9 scholars,
X was a spectator, they thought
themselves gallant man, and I
thouqht them fools, they made
sport, and I lau9ht. they mispronounc «t and I mislik•t, and to
make up the atticisme, they were
out, and I hist.
(I, SS7)
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In order to distinguish the tone of this piece it
must be remembered that Milton's reputation had be<m
attacked in b, Mo(lest Confutation; and Milton takes the

opportunity which the ,!\polggi offers to set tho. records
straight.

He doe$ so with sharp sarcasm, bitter wrangling, and pett;iness. 73 However, against whom waa Milton
defendinq himself?

'l'he entire tone of the Angloq:z-its

acceptance as an autobiographical account
colle~e

~£

Milton•s

years or as an attempt to refute the Confuter•s ·

eharqes-is dependent upon the answer to this question•

A Modest Confutation has been attributed to tho

--------...----...---pens of a nu.tlber of men. Some

scholars believe it to

have been the work of Bishop Hall, while others consider it tlle work of Hall•s eldest son, the.Reverend
Robert Hall. Masson is among the latter. 74 There is

reason to believe, however, that
tlle Confutation.

~"WO

men co-authored

In his Apgl2i:t Milton at times is

careful to distinguish

bet~een

two different writers.

Ho believes he sees both the hand of Bishop Hall. the
Remonstrant, and that of his son, the Confuter, both
of whom h• addresses.frequently.,7 5Aeco:t."din9 to Milton•s
73:rrom n prof a()~ to the Ti.J20lO«;i~ by Frederick r. •. Taft
in tho Comolote Prose, I, 866.
74Masaon, .11, 394•
75Milford·c. Jochums, crit. od., 0 John Milton•s An
Apology Aqa.inst a Pamphlet Called A Hodest Confutation of
the Animadversions upon the Remonstrant ago.inst smectymnuus, •• Ill.inois Studies i~ Lang,u,a~e ,!!!9. Li tarature, XXXV,
Nos. 1-2 (Urbana, university of c Icago l"resa. 1950) 1 3.
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own intuitive glimpses into the authorship of the Confutation, the Confuter. in Milton's mind, is a rather young
man just recently graduated and still at the "University...
If Milton ±s: correct in assuming that the Confuter is
a young man, then the Reverend Robert Hall could not
have been a co-author of the·Confutation,. for Hall was
about two years Milton's senior and.may have been at
Cambridge as an undergraduate with him.
ly that Milton had a younger· man in mind.
proceeded to take his M. A. and D.

n.

It seems like-

Although Hall

degrees at Oxford,,7 6

for such men as: Masson and Hanford he is the ideal candidate for Confuter because his undergraduate·work was
done at Cambridge.

Therefore, according to their· opinions.,

whenever· Milton makes a derogatory remark about the
University, he is obviously aiming that remark toward
Cambridge.

However, if the Confuter was someone other

than Robert Hall, which seems to be the case if Milton•s
opinion about the Confuter•s youth is to be accepted,
then the references to the University may not, in all
instances, apply to Cambridqe.,
According to Milford C• Jochums, who has brought
forth a critical edition·of Milton•s Apology, there is
substantial evidence to lead one to believe that the
Confuter is ,& Modest Confutation was one of Bishop
76Masson, II, 394.•
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Hall's younger sons.

In his earlier pamphlet Animad-

versions, Milton suggested that those Bishoprics and

Deaneries which encouraqed younq scholars to take
orders in the hope of
abolish.eel.

an appointment should be

The Confuter, in b.

answered this
0

91\inin~

sug~estion

!:£0.qe~_t~

Ccnfutation f

with the statement that he was

one of those younr;,t scholars."

Thus, according to

Jochums, if the Confuter meant that he had received
such encouragement by beinq o:ffered a .. high church post.

then the Confuter cannot be Hall's son, Robert., for Hall,.
and his eldest aon ware ~ensioners at Emmanuel College,
Cambridge, 77 Out Hall had five other sons., four of whom
may bo disiaissad as P.rospectivfl Confuters.
Bishop Hall •a second oldest son,- was

11

Joseph,

layman: and

Georqe was a commoner at Exeter College, Oxford.

ot

Hall's three younger sons. Samuel had been appointed a

sub-Dean at Exeter in 1634 but "seems not to fit the
situation•" and John•s involvement in law disqualifies
him, 78 It is Hall's youn9ast Don, a young scholar at
Oxford, to whom Jochums assiqns the role of Confuter.

":Sdward. 1 who probably t.oolt bis Bt: A•. in 1640,at Oxford,
who bad a fellowship until his death on December 24, 1642,
and who apparently held the position of •Artium Professor•

.

'

77Jochums;
78:tbid ..

P• 3.

_J
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at oxford, appears, most nearly to fit Milton's descri.Ption."79

Jochums believes that since Milton mentions

in the Apolo<l',I that the Confuter has a •worse plague
in his middle entraile 0 than that plaque which the
Confuter bad stated raqcd in Milton•s "suburb ainke,•
he may have had some knowledqe of an illness which the

Confuter suf f

e~ed•

Edward Hall was dead a few nhort

months after the appearance of the ~pglo9x. 80

Now, if parts of A_ Modest Confutation were written
by Edward Hall instead of his brother, Robert* then

some of Milton's vituperative statements;aqainst the
University might be explained in a different li9ht.
Milton beqins his self...vindication by thanking the
Confuter fer the "commodious lye»,that he was
from the university •
., • • for it. hath given me an apt
occasion to ac:knowledqe publiokly
with all qratefull minde, that more
then ordinary favour and respect
which I found above any of my equals
at the bands of those eurteous and
learned men, the Fellowes of that
Colledge wherein I spent some
yenrest who at my parting, after
l had taken two degrees, as the
mannor is, siqnit;i •d lnany wayes,
llow much better it would content
them ·that I ~ould stay: as by many
Letters full of kindnesse and lov-

79 Ib1d.,

00 rbid.

11

vomited 0
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in9 respect both beforo that
time. and lonq after I was
assur•d of th0ir singular good
affection towards mo., Which
being likewise propense to all
such as t'fere for their studious
and eivill 1ifa W<Jrthy of esteeme,
I could not wrong their judgements,
and upright intentions, .S\> roucb ae
to be still eneouraq•d to proceed.
in the honest nnd laudable courses,
of which they apprehended l had
qiven good proofe. And to those

inge.nuou.a and friendly men who
were ever the countnaneers of

vortuous nnd hopefttll wits, I wish
the ba;:;t, and hnppiest ti."lingst
that friends in absence wiah one

to another*

(I, 884)

If one is to accept Milt.on at his word hero. then his
desc~iption

of his associations at Cm-abridge contradicts

what one scholar h:is said of his relationship ·with the
men at. Cambridge.
Re shol'.rs, in his references to
Cambridge, little siqn of ever
having approciated tho stature

of the many able, learned." and
very individual scholars \lho
peopled the University in his
time. Hin tone is usually one
of complaint• often of contempt. 81

The passage from the

l\p,.salo~

plaint or of contempt.

hardly seems one of com-

Rather, the words reveal a

fondness for tho place where Milton spent moat of his

s.
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adolescent years, where he worked.

he

~ained

dili9~mtly,

and where

the friendship of many able, worthy men.

Yet,

they al.so contradict the feelings Milton expressed in a
letter to Alexander Gill in 1628•

Indeed whenever I ~emember your
almost. constant conversations
with me (which even in Athens
itself.,. nay in the ve~ Academy,
I lonq for and need.),82 I think
immediately, not without sorrow,
of how much. benefit tny absence

has cheated me--me who never
left you without a visible in•
crease and growth of Knowledqe,
quite as if I had bean to some
Market of Learning.
(I, 314)
If~

in 1628, Milton ia longinq for the friendship he

bad enjoyed with Gill, in 1642 he is fondly recallinq
the friendships be cultivated durinq his seven years at
Cambridge..

There ia little reason to believe that he

would lia in a public pamphlet.

'?he lie could have

easily baen refuted by the Fellows at Christ•s College•
His next merition of the university is to state
that of little merit would be that physician who could
not determine by what illness both Cambridge and Oxford
"vend~"

and that •the worser atuffe she strongly keeps

in her stomack, but tbe bettor she is ever kecking at,
82 Bven in.despair, however, young Milton can fondly
refer to his alma mater as the 0 Academyff at Athena..;..;.a
reference which• in Milton•s classical. turn of mind• is
most complimentaJ:Y•
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and. is qUeasie.•

\11th tonque very m:ueh in cheek, Milton

seems to be referrinq to hitnSolf_as being ma.do af
"better stuff.u

ne

implies that it is the worthwhile

students wbo are "vond. tetl out theneen and that the
poorer ones are kept within
His

•attack~

th~

seems to be not

~o

walls of the university.
much on Cambridge aa, on

those students who are obviously not college material
and wl10 :must be removed by a ttstrong physick."

Also,

that 1•worser stuffe sho stronqly kees>s in her stomacl•"
may

r~fer

Oxford.

to Edward Hall, the

There seems to

b$

Confute~,

who resided at

a play on the word «sickness,"

which induces the "vond. ting" of such as Mil ton while it

will take a stronger Rpbysickn such as his pamphlets to
remove the likes of the Confuter from both Ca.-nbridqe
and OXford,

The mention of Oxford here is of great

importance, for in discussing Milton's attitude toward
Cambridge as it is seen in the Apolqgz, scholars have

confused his attitude toward Cambridqe with bis opinion
of oxford University.
The Confuter had accused Milton of patronizing
riotous places in suburban London, to which Milton
replieo that bis

~suburb

sinkeu would seem a more fit

place than "his university.

l7hioh, as in the time of

her bett"r heal1:h and m:t.no own& younqer judqment I
never greatly admired, so now mueh lesse...

The word
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*'his" appears to bo the key to this pnasaqe.
~:tilt.on

be noticed tha.t.

It should

does not say "lnY" university, nor

does he use the more formal '*om::,"
refers to the confuter•s university.

?he word "his"
Edward Hall was a

product. of Oxford-an Oxonian. ·oxford was ..his"

sity.

The question now arisest

satiric blow at Oxford?

unilter~

is Milton striking a

It would appear so.

Perhaps

there is something of the old school rivalry.in evi-

dence here.,

such rivalry did exist in the seventelOnth

on July 10 1 1652 1 one Master Morland of
Wadham. College., Oxford, made the following statement:
century.

The cantabrigiana call us
oxonians boys: we qenerousiy
confess that the Cantabrigians
are se931e old men to rave so

madly.

Besides_ the colleqe rivalry• there is evidence
that Milton did not thinJt highly of Oxford University.

In a familiar lotter dated 1656 to Henry Oldenburg,
who had.apparently retired and was pursuing scholastic
studies at Oxford, Milton ''rites a le::is than laudatory
opinion of

o,~ford.

What advantages that retirement
affords, hot-1ever 1 beaidos plenty

of books, I know noti, and those
persons you have found there as

83

t.

1 1
.

.

.•

Costello, PP• 30-31.
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fit associates in your studies

I should suppose to be such
rather from their own natural
constitution than from the discipline of tha place-unless
perchance, from missing you
here, I do less justice to the
place for keopinq you away.
Meanwhile you youroolf rightly
remark that. there are too many
there whose occupation it is to
spoil di.vine and human things
alike by their frivolous quibblinga! that they may not seera to
be do nq absolutely nothing for
those many endowinenta by which
tlley are supported so fUch to
the public detriment. 8
It appears, then, that in the AoologI Milton•s "attack••
on Cambridge is more an attack on oxford and something
of a ,defense of Cambridge since he does have fond words
to say'about his friendships there.
As for his comments about certain students• behavior
at Cambridqe, Milton is in keeping with the secondary
purpose of his pamphlet...-.arquinq against the Episcopacy•
Those studonts whom Milton views on the staqe are none
other than divinity students.
But since,there is such necessity
to the hearsay of a Tire, a Periwig,
or a Vizard, that Vlayes must have
been seene, what difficulty was
there in that? when in the Colleqes
so many of the younq Divines, and
those in next aptitude to Divinity
have bin saene so oft upon the
St:aqe ~rithing and unboning their
Clerqie limmes to all the antick
84

niekhoff 1 PP• 67-68.
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and·· dishonest gestures of Trineulo • s,

Buffons, and Dawas: prostitutin9

the shame of that ministery which
either they had, or ware nigh

having, to the eyes of Courtiers

and court~Ladies, with their
Groomes and Madamo!sellaes.
(1. 887)

In describinq the lack of dignity which the divinity
students possessed on stage, Milton is not attacking

his fellow students ao mueh as pointing out to what
depth the

cle~·-to-be

has fall en.

:rt is a deliberate

slap in the face for both Bishop Hall and his son.

Furthermore, those scholars who cite this passage as
Milton•s condemnation of his associates, fail to recognize that his purpose here is to de9rade those who

have slandered him•

~o

say that this passage reflects

Milton's opinion of the students around him is to make
a very narrow and biased statement.

It is to judge .!!!.

of the students at Cambridqe on the basis of what Milton
had to say about a particular group.

.!!!.!.

second Defense Of !h!,

P~opla

In another work.,

,g! Engl an~, Mil ton

recalled his friendships at Cambridge in this manneri

After i:his l • • • retired to·
my father's house, whither I
was accompanied by the regrets
of most of the fellows of the

eoll1)9'e• who showed me no
common ~~rks of friendship and
esteem. ss
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It should.be noted that the word "fellowau ia not
capitaltzed as it is.in the Apoloq2 when Milton refers
to the professors at tbe University.

In this instance

fellows may t:"efer to the students whose friendships he
enjoyed as well as to the professors •
.Like

.€ro;tusio~

lilt

The l\w:>l,osrt ,!2.£

smectmauu~

has been read too closely_. too literally, by scholars
seekinq some autobiographical hi11ts in Mil ton• s wri tinqs ;;

and while the evidence is sparse, it is- nevertheless,
enough to dissuade one :f!roin believinq that in this prose
pamphlet Milton expresses a genuine, personal dislike
for Cambridge.

Lika other controversialists of
his time, Milton brings to bear
every resource at his disposal

from the ennoblement of himself
to the consummate deqradation
of his opponent in order to maintain his position. The biog'raphical passaqes in ll!:!. ~:e,olosrl!.
a.re .. no doubt• very valuable to
the student of Milton, but they
must be accepted with some reservations for they are propa.ganda•
That the propaganda is based on
actual e>-}>erience is qui t.e possible: that it is a precise and
accurate record of Milton•s experience is improbable. The very
orderliness of the development of
Milton's inner thought aB _portrayed in the Apoloqy suggests86
retrospective rationalization.
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The unive=aity on trial in tho AeoloSCl is not
Cambridqe.

The ono beinc; attacked is

oxford~

The

attack is made at. times, perhaps, in the spirit of

school rivalry and.at timea,,rather vindictively and
.scathinqly in order to hold Edward Hall beforo the public as an example of that which causes Oxford's
'*queasiness,'* and that at.which she is **ever keckinq 6
in an attempt to remove its presence.,

CHAPTER Ill

Tho Rhetorician at Work
Put I

_

Cf .....................................
Education....

Two years after he had def ended his reputation and
vindicated
his name as a student at Cambridge
University,
.
.
.

in the

Apologx~

pmectl'!'ffiluus,

~.J.lton

published anony-

mously a shott treatise in. which he expressed his ideas
on education.,

Its title vas simply .Qt Education 1 and. it

was dedicated to one Master Samuel Hartl.ib.
Hartlib, PJ:Ussian born but of Enqlish and Polish
parentage. was a man dedicated to the reformation of
educational practices; and he vao a strong advocate of
'

'

'

educational reform in the schools and. universities of
England.

Re was an enerqetic diaciple of the Moravian

John Amos Comenius, an educational reformer of great
renown in the seventeenth century. 87 Besides his
advocacy of Comenian reforms in English $dueation,
Hartlib also solicited treatises from other reformers
of his acquaintance.- He urged and supported the writing
of such pamphlets as t•Iotion ;rending, to the Publick Good
of This !:S1!,1

~

Librar!~-Keeper,

Reformod School#

with.!.

.!.BS. l!l!

SUnJ21Gm~nt l,g.~

a7~o:mglete Prose, II 1 184.,

Reformed

Reformed-
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Schoo.l by John DUJ:yf

A continuation .2£.

Comonius-sehool·~ndeavours

Mr-. John-Amos-

by Cyprian Kinner; and !h!.

!!$.. Useful Knowledg by George Snell (the
latter two were translated by Hartlib). 88
Rig:ht 'l'ea,chinq

Where or when Hartlib and Mil ton beaa.'1le acquainted
is not known_.

soma scholars have sugqested that they

were introduced th.rough Milton• a tutor• Thomas ¥oun9•

Both men were int$rested. in edueat!on.

Hart1ib baa

estab11ahod a short-lived school in Chichester in 1630,
and Milton had taught for a while in his home in London. 89
Milton au9gesta in the opening sentenccui of 1:he pamphlet

that Hart.lib had asked him• on several occasions, to put
his ideas concerning edu<:ation on paper. .These urgings

seem to have been Milton•s only motivation,.
echolar 1:enuu:ks"

u

As one

[the pa.mphle..;] was written down because

Hartlib pressed upon him. the public need and the possible
opportunity of startinq.a·reform•

Milton had ta.ken up

the prose pen in the cause of reform, and he would not
neql.ect this occasion. 090 so, to obliqe Mr• Ha.rtlib,
Milton expressed his ideas in
Many scholars point to

~(

.2!

Education,

Education to cite. once

aqnin, Milton•a am.bivalenu foelin9a for the universities,
88

Ibid., P• 187 9

· 89 :tbid., P• 362.,

For a complete discussion of Hartlib•s interests in educational reform, see Volume I• 151166.
90John Milt:on, ~ Education, ltl:'eotagitic~,. Zh!
Commonwealth, Laura s. Lockwood 1 ed.• ~Boston, 19ll) •· xi.
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and toward Cambridqe especially. ·Throuqhout tho treatise
Milton makes reference to the method of instJ:uetion in
practice at the universities and hov that method does
much to turn students against

learnin~h

Often the

denunoia.tiona are reminiscent of l?£olu,sion,. III.

However,

it appears that Milton makes an erroneous or misleadinq

statement at one point in bis denunciations.

This error

has been corrected and will be discussed later in this

_

paper.

Milton was a rhetorician. at heart+ . In Of ................................
Education

be displays his superb power of rhetoric• but there are
many weaknesses present, and occasionally fallacious
statements cccur.,91 As
raost rhetorical compositions,

in

Milton•s e)q)Os;f:ti.on 1 which constitutes, t.he,-f:lrst two
paraqrapha of the treatise, beqins vith, his., own self-

justific:ation and praise fo.r the great wisdom and
preatiqe of his audience (Samuel Hartlib)•
I am 1ong since perswaded., that
. to say1 or doe ouqhi; worth memory,
and im.1tation, no purpose or res-

pect, should.sooner move us, then.
simply the love of God, and of man•
kinde. Nevert.helesse to write now
the refo:r:ming.of Education, though
it be one· of the greatest: an.d nob-

lest desiqnea, that can be thought
and for the want. whereof this

on.

§!Robert l~erbert ouiek, Easa:t:~ .2!!. Edueational
Reformers (New York, 1904) 1 p. 21a.

.. '
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nation perishes• ·I had not ·yet
at this time been induc•t, but

by your earnest entreaties. and
serious conjurement.st as havinq
my minde for.the present. halfe
diverted in the persuance of
some other assertions, the know•
ledge and the use of which, can•
· not but be a great furtherance ·
both to the enlarqement of truth•
and honest living. with much more

peace.

•

•

·

••

• •as• •I hear,
• • you
• • have
• • •obtain•d
•
•
Andt
the same repute with men or most
approved wisdom, and some of hiqhest authority among us. Not t.o
mention the learned correspondence
which you hold in forrei~ne parts,
and 'the extraordinal::'y pains and
·
diligence whieh you have us•d in ·
this matter both heer, and beyond
the Sfuis. • • •
·
(II~

362-363)

sven hia flat.t.ery, however 1 •· aoun.de forced.,. and.

Milton makes it clear 'that the proposals for sweepinq

educational reforms were not burning within him.

As he

begins his proposition, he makes it even more obVious
that he will take a different vieWpOint from that of
comenius and Hartlib•

Alluding to Comenius• ifaqua

,1,itt9J!a%11fl\ reserata and Great Didactic, Milton comments:

To tell you therefore what l
have benefited herein amonq old
renowned Authors, I shall spare}
and to search what many modern
Janua•s and Didactics more then
ever I shall read, have projected,
my inclination leads me not.
(II• 364.-366)
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Thia statement leads one to believe: that. Milton was not
'

particularly impr•ssed. wiif:h the writings of John AJaes
Comenius.

"It is as if he had said, •:t kn.ow your enthu•

siasm for your Pansophic :friendJ. :but t have not read
his books on Education, and do not mean to do so.••
Thus writes David Masson.
"Hartlib waa a

man

ao~ever,

o~ ~~Sfllf..

and, he

Masson continues,
!fO~ld ~e

glad, .in

readin9 on, t.o find that·, with tthatever independence

Milton had formed h!s views, not even COmenius had out-

gone him in denunciations of the existing system of
Ec.tucation. 1192 Masson goas on to imply that while some
of Milton•s ideas on education differed from those of

comen:lua 1 many othel:'s were in complete accord.
not Comenius · himself,.

~n

"Might

bis retirement at Elbing-• be

interested in hearinq of an eminent English scholar and
poet who had views about a Reform of Education akin to
bisow?• 93 A& a Milton scholar, Masson led the ways.long with Foster Watson-in placing Milton among those
seveni:eenth century reformers of education whose leador
was Comenius.

Howevert Ernest Sirluck, in the introductory chapter
of the
di

~mnlete

§2 . .

Prose, Volume II 1 proposes an oppoain9

.

uasson, III• 235•

93Ibid.

1

P• 232•
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view.

It is his contention--and a l09ical one when

Milton•s educational backqround is considered.....that
Milton's viewpoint on education is fundamentally opposed
to that of Comenius. . ln his discussion,,, Mr. sirluck

points out a number of differences between the two men's
ideas.

,Comeniu& called primarily for state supported
educational institutions in which both boys and girls,
reqardless of social station, would receive their complete education, ·The.subtitle of the Great Didactic
is A certaine and

~:cguisi te

yax iJ2L the erecting ,g!

.!BS! V:illages gi.
an:z 2articula£ Christian.Kingdomf.!. 1 as that !t!1:. uoung:
ones, whether male,s or females; ·none .!lJ$pe2ted, pal!: .!:?!.
such Schooles j;!! .!!l, Ci ties 1 Tc>wnes,

Jlrough,t; 21?. !a ;r.!a,rtling. 94

•

Aa for the education the youngsters would receive
in Comenius* institutions of

uni~ersal

education,

strese was placed upon. voeatione1 traininq• which would
best prepare the children to earn a living.

Special

measures were taken in order to create more time in which

the students miqht learn their trades.

Ona such economy

was the creation of an effectual. means of speeding up

the teaching of Latin.
But the main economy was to
be made by eliminatinq from

LIBRJ\RY
UNIVERSITY OF H!CHMONO
VIRGINIA

sa
the curriculum the whole literature
ot western civilization, considered
as a literature. • • • rt was in
fact not reluctantly, nor solely as

a spendthrift of time that the
Comenians abolished ilteratllt'e •
. They disliked it .in.its own riaht.
It was an enemy of •acience.•95

on .the other hand, in his scheme for the education
of youngsters, Milton makes no provisions for the
teachin(J of qirls or of lower class boys.

Nor is he

intere•ted in the support of the state in the creation
of his academy.· llis will be a school for the sons of
noble1nen.

He bas no interest in vocational trainin<J'•

Milt.on c~rtainly emphasizes the
material advantages that may be

· expected to flow from his plant
. the readinq of tha authors of

agriculture should ultimately
lead to the improvement of the
· countx-y•s t.illage 11 the study of
'·
medicine and of m1litary science
to the better condition and use
of tlle armed forces: of political
scienea and rhetoric to the improvement of ·~a:tliament, bar,
and pulpit. But all these applications to external use, however

desirable in th.em~elves, are
happy by-products of studies
whose primary function is not to
make qood £armers or soldiers or

leqislatora or la:wyers or preachers

of the students, but to serve as
the materials of a liberal edueation. 96
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And any reading of Mi1ton•s pamphlet on education will
prove that he considers a study of classical literature
a necessity in the education of a youth, not only as a
!

•

•

•

source for poetry and oratory

but

science. philosophy, and ethics.
ideas are •ometimes in

ac~ord

!

'

for natural and social
'thus, although Milton•s

with those ot Comeniua

and his disciples, especially in moral and religious
training, he cannot be placed so.completely in the

Comenian camp of refona as indicated by Masson.
With hie

dis~issal.

of Comenius• varied reform

measures, Milt.on removes himself completely out of con•
sideration as a comenian.

.rtt". Hartlib, who obviously

felt that he and Milton were in agreement on certain
points of method, must have been disappointed; and
much of Milton's tract could hardly have been welcome
to a thorough-going modernist." 97 surely such a com0

plete reformer as Milt:onhss been described as bein9
would have taken a considerable interest in tho

writings of Comeniua.
After ha has thoroughly dismissed the Comenian
refortlers, Milton begins his denunciation of the
method of teaching in the English universitie&.

His

condemnation of tha curricula includes many of the same
li
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sentiments he had exp.reased in Prolusion III.

And tor the usuall method of
teaching Arts, l deem it. to
be an old errour of universities not yet well recover•d
from the Scholastick grossnesse
of barbarous ~gos, that instead.
of beqinninu with Arts most easie,
and. those be such as are most ob-·
vious to the senae, they present
their young unmatriculated novices
at first comming with t.he most intellective abstractions of Loqick
& metaphysieks& So that they ha.vin; but newly left those Grammatick
flats & shallows where they stuck
unreasonably to learn a few words
with lamenta:ble construction, and
now on the sudden transported under
another elimat to be tost and
turmoild with thei:r unballasted
wits in fado~les and unquiet deeps
of controversie, do for the most
part grow into hatred and contempt
of learning• mockt and dolUded all
this whiltl with raqged notions and
babblementst while they expected
worthy and doligbtfull knowledqe;
till poverty or youthfull years
call them importunately their
several ways. • • •
(Il* 374,..375)
As a rhetorical device his denunciation is qUite
appropriate since it arouses the feelings of hia
readers. 99 tiho would not feel contempt for a univer....
sity still ubarbaric" and hqross 0 in its practice of
instruction?

However, in his emotional attempt to prove

t:he methods of study at the universities worthless,
98wilbur E. Gilman, '*Milton•s Rhetorict Studies in
His Defense of Liberty•" ~ Universit;y; J?£, Missouri
Studios, XIV (1939) 1 so.
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Milton appears to have made an error.

When he criticizes

the univ-er$ities because they· tht'ust. upon their first•
year students ••the most: intellective abstractions of
Loqiok & metaphysicks ,,• he settms more intent on qaining

the sympathy of his audience than basinq hio arqwnent
on fact.

According to William T. Costello, whose study

entitled The scholastic CUrriculumn
Cent!l!X

Ca,nbridq~

Earl~

seventeenth-

takes into consideration Milton's

vuious attae'ks on that

univers~ty,

_there is no evidence

aV'ailnble today to prove that any first-year students
were subjected to iarge amounts of logic; and under no

conditions wore they taught metaphysics.
Pirst 1 accordinq to t.he notebooks, HoldswoJ:"th*s .•Directiones, •
n•swe•s autobiography# and the
official statutes# the freshmen
spent at least haif i:he1r time
on •rhetoric•' that is, on poetry, history• the precepts of
Jt'hetoric i tself.1 classical oratory• and such. Secondly, logic
was administered in graduated
doses, and in no case do we find 99
a freshf.lan studying ~etaphysics.
one wonders if Milton• s opponents, 'had .Q!. Education been

presented as an.academic disputation at

~ambridge,

would

have caught the erroneous statement and confronted him
with it in their sp~eches cf opposition.
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Many

the scholars who proclaim Milton the qreat

o~

reformer of Enqlish education have overlooked this mis•

take.,

':hey

are too much interestea in·creating an

image of Milton as they would like to see him to view
him as he really shows himself through his writings.
They make broad; sweeping statement• about W.lton•s
•protests."

For instance, William A. Webb remarks about

Of Education•
_.......,.......,..
.......................
The tractate• like most of his.

prose pamphlets, was a protest-Milton was ever a protestant-in

'this case a protest aqainst the .
prevailing mat.hods of education
which, instead of offerinq
nourishing food.to the young,
too fr&1uently placed before them
only •an asinine feast of sowthistles and brambleth i· J.0 0
~·Webb

continues with these comments on the.useful-

ness of Milton•s proposed reforms in Q!. Education.
• • • it gives verbal expression
to the very genius of the Anglosaxon race; and where it has been
tried out. either in Great Britain
or in those newer commonwealths,
!ncludinq our own• whieh have·aprunq
from her loins., it bas had a great
and profoun<l influence in determining
the character and ~olding the destiny
of the Enqlish-speakinq nations of ·
the earth.101

lOOWilliam
.. A• Webb 1 nntlton•s Views on Educa.tion,u
Educational Review, LV \1918),
137-148.

,

Iollbid.
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However; the scholars fail to recotJnize the rhetorical nature ot Milton's pamphlet, and they also fail to

see that when he denounces the universities, he is
f ollowin~ the first rule of rhetoric.

Since he is

discussinq education and attemptinq to persuade his
readers that his proposal- are best, he must first tear
down the existing educational system by pointing out
its weaknesses before he ean construct hia

o~m

system.

such is the tradition of oratory--to attack. destroy,

and rebuild ideas, attitudes• or institutions.

The

attack on tho universities cannot be interprctod as
Milton's personal fettlinqs: it is an amotional nppeal to
his audience.

In Of Edueation,

0

Milton presents,an ex-

pository subject with sufficient logical and emotional

support to persuade the skeptical that his plan is
both sound and practical.hl0 2

Nor is Milton•s prop0sed plan so radical or Comenian
in nat.ur• as to be readily taqged revolutionary.

In fact,

Milton•s proposals are steeped in humanistic tradition.
It bas been said that in his academy Milton attempted to

combine the military training of Sparta and the humanistic training of Athens with the discipline taught by
Christian:i:ty. 103 Perhaps such a capsulization is too

102ailman. P• 61.
103ouick, P• i1s.
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overstated., but its aim is in t.h<3 right direction, for
«

(Mil t:on] \fas a sound adberen t of the humanistic tra-·

dition which, as he recognized in the Tractate, is

solidly rooted in the schools of Plato, :tsocrates, and
Aristotle. . His inclination did not lei¥1 him to the

Janua•s or Didactics of Comenius, or to .any other
modern innovator,u 104 In making his proposals, Milton
. ·,

was adapting classical educational principlf$JS to the
needs of a Cl.1.risti&n nation._
...

, In the classical.

tradition~

Mil ton proposes an
'.

academy for the education of noblemen•s sons from tho
aqas of twelve to twenty-one.

The sons of commoners.

are not included., and <;;irls are not considered at all.

First to f inde out a spatious
house and qround about it fit for
an Academ~, and big enough to
·
lodge.a. hundred and fifty persons,
wh1,u."90f, twenty or thereabout may
be't\~~dants., all undel: the gov. ernment of one 1 who shall be
thought of desert sufficient, and
ability either to doe all, or
·wisely to direct, and oversee it
done. ~his place should be at
· once both School and Univerai ty ,,.
not needinq a remove to any other
house of Schollership. except it
be some peculiar Colledge of Law,
or l?bysick, where they mean to be
pract.itionersJ but as for those .
general studies which take up all
our time from Lilly to the commencinq 1 as they term it., Master
of Art, it should be absolute.
(llt 379-380)

lo4~on°ald ~emen Clark, John Milton at si;, Paul•a
School (New York 1 1948) 1 PP• lOS-109.,
-
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In this academy the boys would

stu~y

a vari«i and a

difficult curriculum,.. ranginq from grammar and logic to
agriculture and military science, with time provided
for music and sports activities.

The ancient authori•

ties-Aristotle, Plato, Horace, Virgil, Quintilian, to
cite a few--would be read thorouqhly.
The like accesse will be to
Vitruvius, to Senecas natural
questions.: .to l'telat Cel.sus.
Plinx. or Solinua.

• • •al.so
• • thoso
• • • Poets
• • • which
••• •

'l~en

are now counted most hard, will

bot~ facil and pleasant.
~rEheusf, Hesiod,· Theocritus,

be

Aratus, Nicander, Oppia~,
Dionxsi,us, and in La.tin
Lucretius, Manilius, and the
xurall part Of Virgil•
(II, 390-391, 394396)

Here Milton is proposing instruction in the classical

literature which the modern Comenians would abolish

in favor of vocational training.
All this was alien to the
modernist Puritan and Comcninn
combination of practical training and practical piety. Comenian ideas, whether derived
from Cocenius, appealed strongly
· to various kinds of Puritans who
disliked traditional education
a.a pagan., aristocratic, and uself.uas., !1o doubt the Comanian plan
had something to be said for it,
on its own drab and stUffy level.
But Milton was concernod with
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education, with individua1
cultivation and growth and
public responsibility.10!>
Although Milton fashioned bis academy after those

of ancient Greece and Rome, it most assuredly would
have been a formidable one had it been established.

ia inclined

to

one

agree with Rose l•taecauley when she says

that,, in all appearances, "his Academies were to be

the most laborious cra.mminq-schools that ever afflicted
scboolboys.•• 106 Even Tillyard concedes that study in
"

Milton's academies would not have been easy.

"The im-

possible demands Milton makes of ordinary human nature
in his educational scheme are too well lmown to need

further c~mm.:ent. • .... io 7
In projectinq.his

academy~

'Milton appears to have

taken the very bast of all scholastic disciplines (this,

although be was supposedly opposed.to scholaatic dis•
oiplines) and blended them into his ideal institution;

and he seems to have been .inf luanced not only by the
ancients but also by the poux:;tesx Books of such sixteenth
century men a~ Castiqlione, Elyot,, and Ascham. 108 In
J.OGP• 92., .

l07i• M.

w.

Tillyard, Mil.ton (t.ondon,. 1966), P• 131.

l08 xn his .study Miltonts Rhetoric• Wilbur Gilman
draws soma interesting pa.rallols between the writings
of such men as Castiglione and Elyot and Milton's ideas
in p,f, &duaa;tion,. Seo eapeaially p. 50 ff.
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fact, of Education has been called the last of a lonq ·

serie• of treatises on edudatton written by Buropgan

humanists of such renown as Erasmus, nude", and Vives. 109
Indeed, rostet Watson has established a sound and an
interesting case for ar9'tin9 that. Mil ton was qreatly

influenced by the J2!. Tradendis P.,isciElin!s of the
Spaniard Vives. 110 However, as Watson speedily points
out 1n his discussion, so heavily does Milton rely on

the classical authorities that "• • • he i<;tnores for the
most part, in his treatment of subjects like •Mathematics• and •Natural Philosophy; the very differentiations
which bad take!l place between the aqe of Vives and his

own age. 0111 In other words, Milton, a man supposedly
very modem in his thinkin9 1 very.interested. in estab-

lishinq the modern studies advocated by Bacon, was very
much a classicist in thought.

When assigned to denounce

the ancients in Prolusion .ill. he did so.

Yet, when he

is given the opportunity to hypothesize the type of
educational institution be would consider ideal, he
relies almost entirely on the writinqs of those same
men as the sources of a good education.

Perhaps Milton

felt that the universities spent too much time empha109auah, P• 91.
llOFor a complete discussion of this matter, see
uA Suqgosted Source of Milton•s 'l'ractate Of Education,"
Nineteenth.Centur~, LXVI (1909)• 607-617.,
ill
Ibid+f p 4 .615.
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sizing the importance of 109ic and rhetoric, but he was
not so much a modern,thinker as to advocate the abolition
of those stucU.•s•

If Milton had been able to reform

the universit1o$ in any way, it is likely that he would

have made their curricula more classical than they were.
But

.2!

Educntion was not 111ritte.n with major reform

measures in mind•

It was Milton's expression of what

studies ho believed to comprise the best education a

seventeenth century youth could receive, and; in truth,
the pamphlet did not advance the science of education,

nor did it move any

q~oup.of

reformers to follow its

premiaos. 112
~

f:horouqh study of Milton•a ideas in .2f. Education

shows them to be too idealistically conceived to be
transformed into reality.

EVen Milton, "with one side

of his mind," is aware of the practical impossibili'ty
of. his educational ideals.11 3
Only X believe that this is not
a bow £or every man to shoot in
that ·counts bimselfe a teacher:
but will require sinews almost
equall to· those which Homer qave
Ulysses. • • ••
(I!t 415)
In short, Of Education is a rhetorical composition+

It

is an example of the type of prose of which Milton was

!12"'

t

t

I

tl

Quick, P• 217.
l13Roy DaniE!lls Milton_. Harmerism and Barocma
(Toronto, 1963) 1 P• !69.

-----
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a master.

He is given the happy task cf theoretically

renovating tho Bnqlish educational system.

But he was

not writing with the goal in mind of astablishinq his
,..

academy as a reality,

no wrote simply to satisfy the

pors:l.stent requests of Hal:'tlib 1 ,.and he satisfied those
requests with an awkwardt sometimes erroneous example
of "delibarative
rhetoric,"ll4.
.
·'

~o

~

•'

~

interpret Milton•s rhetorical denunciation of

the existing university system as his own personal
opinion of the universities• worth and merit is to
miss his point completely.

In order to substitute his

own plans and ideas he had to attack and tear down the

existing onest therefore, his assault on the universities was in.order.

~.nd

while bis own educational

ideas were perhaps too lofty and unrealistic, Milton
proved. t:hatj as a rhetorician, he had not lost., that
.

.

power of oratory which ha

'

de~oloped

.

(

i

so carefully and

skillfully as a student within the walls of Christ's
College, Cambridqe.

114Gilman, p., 45.
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Part II

·!h!

Likeliest ?.teans -~ Remove

In the AJ2oloSJX !2.£

t~irel.ings

!)m~c.tmnuus

Mil ton attacks the

divinity students who were his a•sociates at Caml:>ridqo
University for their looseness, pettiness, insincerity,
and general lack of admirable qualities.

In 1659 he

ia still attacking such students .in his prose pamphlets.
One auch composition entitled Considerations ,touching
the likeliest means to remove f!irelings

Church.

~

.ef .5!l!.

Wherein is also discourc•d g!. Tithes, Church-

fees, Church Revenues:

~

whet.her ,anI maintenance

~

ministers ..9.!!!. be settl 1 d ~law, sug-qe~ts that ministers

be self-supporting and not dependent upon the state
and their parishioners for their livelihoods.

Some

scholara have also cited certain passa9es from this

work as another denunciation of the Enqlish universities.
But to.consider this pamphlet another attack on those
institutions is to read into its lines ideas which are
not present.

Like most of his other prose writings, !h!_ Likeliest
Means is somewhat rhetorical.

Milton is again trying to

persuade a certain group of people to h:Ls point of view.

-

As he had offered certain "reform" measures in Of

Education, Milton aqain offers reforms which might be
undertaken for the betterment of the Church (aceordinq
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to his mm beliefs• of course).

'.rhaae measures h$

proposed in August, 1659, to the newly restored Rump

Parliament*llS llhile this paper's primax-y interest in
The Likeliest Means is Milton•a remru::-ks about the universities, Hilt:on•s basic ideas in the pamphlet sllould be

mentioned.
In the opening lines of his treatise Milton ad-

dresses the members of Parliament. by acknowledging their
great wisdom and worthiness to govern England.

Next,

he launches his supplication for the separation of
church and state and announces his oppoaition to the

current aystem of legally enforced tithing, which was
used to support the churches and their ministers.

He

urqes that •inisters should roceive no pay for their
duties--either from the state or from

minist~rial

tlteir pa.rishionus-but should* instead, deptlnd for
their livelihoods upon their ow private resources or
upon some skill or trade. 116 Throughout the troatise,.
it is .Milton•s contention that ... • • it would be
.,

better for the world if reli9ious doctrine• or in fact
doctrine of any kind, were never bought or sold, but

all .spiritual teachors wher to abhor the very touch
of money for their lessons• being either gentlemen of

US~he Rump Parliament-the original Parliament
Cromwell had dissolved in 1641-had been recalled in
May, 1659. see Masson, v, 605.
116IbiA·' P• 608.
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independent meana who could propagate the ·truth splendidly from high motives, or else tent-makers. carpenters,

and bricklayers, passionate with th& possession o:f some
ttuth to propaqate.• 117 What Milton advocates is a
type of lay ministry, and iJL:stressing this idea he

denies·the belief that "hirelinqs" n$Gd formal. university traininq •

In .fact,: he. attacks tl'lem for pre- ·
.

.

paring at the
universities ~d - then.~kpectinq
a sub-.
.
.

stantia1 livelihood from their parishioners to make
reparation for their university training•
They pretend that·their education
either at school or university. hath
been very oharqea.blo and therefore
ou9ht to be repaired in future by a
plentiful maintenance: whenas it is
well known that the better half of
them. (and ofttimes poor and pitiful
boys of no merit or promising boDes
that might entitle them to the pUblic
provision, but their poverty and the
unjust favor of friends) have had
the most of their breeding at school
and university by scholarships, exhibitions. and fellowships at the pu.blic cost, tmich. tdqbt engage them

the rather to qive fr!f
have freely received.

aY as

they

Scholars who attempt to prove Milton's contempt
for the English universities have cited Milton's dis-

lr7

I

flfl!lri

,

Ibid., P• 609•
118nuqhea, P• 876. All quotations from The Likeliest Means will be taken from this source¥ wrtii page
ref crence appearing in parentheses after the quotation.
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cussion of a divinity student's education at those
institutions as another- attack on the entire university
system.

For example, Milton has this to say about tlle

education received by «ministers of the gospel" at the
university.
Next, it is a fond error, though
too much believed. among us, to think
that the university makes a minister
of the qospelt what it may conduce
to other arte and. sciences· I dispute not nowa but that whlch makes
fit a mini.at.er, the scripture can
best inform us to be only from
above• whence also we are bid to
seek them: Matt. ix, 38• •Pray ye
therefore to the Lord of.the harvest,
that he will send forth laborers

into hta harvest.•

(p. 876)

He then proceeds to compile an extensive list of references
from the scriptures to support his ·belief that "spiritual
knmtledqe and llSanct.ity Of lifeU are SUff!eient. knowledge
for ministers.119 Perhaps it might be noted that this

viewpoint of education in Zh!, Likeliest Means is quite
different ft"om that given in Of Education, in which he
bad stated#.

l call therefore a complete and
generous Education that which
fits a man to perform justly,
ski~fully and ma9nanimously all
119Arthur E. Barker, Milton and tha Puritan Dilemma.
(Toronto, 1942) t P• 2:32. .
-
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tha offiees both private and
like of peace and war•
{ll 1 379)

p~

Such a •qenerous" education would require a number of

years of atudy in Hilton's •ac:ademytt until completion
'

of the requirements !or a Master of Arts deqree.

But

Milton apparently does not consider it necessary for

ministerial st.ud.ents to receive the education other young
scholars receive.

Perhaps Wtiversity traininq is

necessary for other students,, but. for ministerial students Milt.on prefers a practical education.
· \. All this ia granted you will
say: but. yet that it is also
requisite he should be trained
in other learning; which can be
nowhere better had than at universities. · l ans~er that what
1earninq,.either human or divine,
can be necessary to a minister,
may as easily and less chargeably
ba had in any private house •

......... ......
~

And the small necessity of going
thi tller . G:o the universi tY.] to
learn divinity, I prove first

•·

from the most pa.rt of themselves,
who seldom continue there till
t.hey have.well9ot·throu9h logic~

.

their first tucU.ments; though, to

say truth• logic also may much

batter be wantinq in disputes of .
d1vinity 1 than in the subtle debates 0£ lawyers. and statesmen,
who yet seldom or never deal

lfi th syllogisms.

And those theo- ·

logical disputations there held
by professors and graduates are
such as tend least of all to
the edification or capacity of
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t:he people, but rather perplex
and leaven pure doctrine with
scholastical trash than enable
any rd.nister to the better preaehinq of tho gospel.
(p. 877)

Any objective study of these comments on the uni,,

varsity traininq which divinity students of the seventeenth century received can only prove that Milton mal,es

no emotional attack on the universities themselves.

He

is attacking those students who waste their time studying
subjects which, in his mind, will ba of no use in miniater!nq to the needs of the people.

Yet,

~ome

scholars

continue to insist that in $1!!. Likeliest Means Milton
is a9ain attacking the universities with that same
ncontempt

scholaatieism which the yaunger Milton
shared with the Christian rationalists.u 120 such a
~or

statemenu is another attempt to label Milton and to
read euqgestions into the lines of The Likeliest Means

whicbare not there.
Milton does attack the divinity students: he does

believe that the university is no place for a minister
to receive his tx"aining.

The minister of God is

a,

minister of the people, one whose best education comes
from ministering to those people.

• • • an.d to speak freely, it
were much better there were not:
one divine in the universities,
120 I bid., P• 230.
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no school divinity known~ the
idle sophistry of monks,. the
canker of religion: and that they
who intended to be ministers
wcu:e trained up in the church.
only' by the scripture and in
the original languages thereof
at school: without fetching the
com.pass of other arts and sciences:
more than what they can well
learn at secondary leisure and at
home.
(pp. 877-878)
The seholnstic:d.am, t.he corrupt teaching of th$
universities, or bis own •contempt 0 for them; never

enters Milton•s arqument.

In fact, before concluding

his treatise, Milton takEu1 great care to point out that

he does not hold learning- in contempt•
Nei.ther speak I this in co11tempt
cf l<:»arninq or tho ministry. but
hating tho common cheats of both;
hating that they who have preached
out bishopst prelatem 1 and canonists, •houla* in what serves their
own ends, retain their false

opinions, their pliarisaical leaven,
their avarice . and closely their ·
ambition, tholr pluralities, their
nonrosidenoes,. their odious fees •.
and use their legal and popish
arguments for tithes. • • •
.

(p. 878)

In The Likeliest Means,. Milton the rhetorician

is interested in chanqing

~stablished

Church procedures

for the education and tnaintenance of ministers.

Only

if the reader misinterprets Milton•s brief mentionings

11
of the universities can there be any suggestion that

Tha

Li~e~iest

Means contains any elements of Hilton•s

"anti-seholastiett attitude-.an attitude which has been
created !!:!.£ him ::ather

than.~

him.

CONCLUSION'

That Milton was a rhetorician cannot be denied.,
When he attacked anythiny_:_idea or institution--he did

so with the enthusiasm of an orator intent on

winnin~

his audience to his ·point of view. · Because he

quently

attac~ed

f

re-

Cambridge·university in his orations,

he has been considered a

Jlati

his alma mater.

qu~te

Inde$d•

to particular aspects

who.had 1ittle love for
often he raised objections

of colleqe

life and often denounced

others, as the Prolusions show.,
Too much has been made of Nilton•s Prolusions; too
much importance bas been placed upon them as autobiographical sources.

They have been called the words

of "the youno reformer, naively trustin<; in a root-and-

.
'
branch policy, too little suspicious of the insensi-·

bility of hwaan nature, and over-confident in the power
of rules and institutions to hasten or delay an Age of
Gold ... 121 .on the bnsis of particular passages from the
Prolusions 1 the assumption has often been made that what
Milton.was sayinq was what he sincerely

~~lieved.

Milton's

attacks on the methods of study at Cwnbridqe have been
used to make the seventeenth century Cambridge curriculum
appear worthless.

Tillyard, in his almost passionate

desire.to create an image of Milton the Grand and Admirable
' .

i21Tilly~;

introduction, xxiv.
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Rebel, denounces sevcnt.eent.11 century Cambridge because

it seemed to atiele the genius of the younq John Milton.

If for Donne the neu philosophy
had called all in doubt it had
entirely failed to penetrate
the ears of those in authority
at Cambridge. To a young man
eaqer to learn the changes in
thought and the new discoveries
of science it must have been
aqony to be kept for years to
the treadmill of scholastic
logic.122
·
Yet,, as Chapter I of this paper disclosed, Cambridge
University in the seventeenth century changed as rapidly
as public interest demanded.

It was not buried in

medieval scholasticism as Milton would have his audience
.'

believe in P£olusion III•

All of the Prolusions are

arc.;rurnents written in the spirit of competition to
affirm or deny a 9ivan thesis.

They should not be

considered autobi09raphiaal compositions in which Milton
laid o.pen his soul,.

Agreed, certain passages in

Prolusion XI:t do appear autobioqrapl;iicalf but too frequently these passages are "• • • seldom understood as

the writer•s response to the conventional expectation
of his public that he should prove his right to be
heard by •ethical argument• or vindication of his own

so
eharacter.,u 123

But just aa t.hat vindication is an

oratorieal·deviee, so, too, are the varied denunciations.

------

In Prol.usion III the denunciation of Cambridge is
.

a violent one,;but the reader must not be misled by it.
It has been taken too.seriously and has not been considered for what it is-an objection, a rejectionf an
attempt to tear down that which·. he was attacking and to
rebuild it in his own desiqn. 124 Me attacked his fellow

students in Prolusion ,!.,

~t, as

he later explained,

he did so for.the.pt1.rpg,se. of being oratorical and not
because be was an unpopular person.·

Thrr.>ughout his works, whenever

Milton attacked anythinq, idea,
person* procedure or method,
institution, creed or cult! he
was doing it in a systemat c ·
manner, and in the spirit of
controversy in which he had
been so welli2Jained in.school
and colleqe.
·

That ttspirit of controversy" is quite evident in
the Aeolo9:Y,

~ ~ma~txmnu'!!•

But, in all probability,

Milton•a at.tack was onvounq Edward Hall and his fat.her
and bot on Cambridqe. as scholars would believe.
occasionally Milton mentioned Cambridge with no signs
123.Merritt.

Y.

Huqhes, "Milton as a Revolutionary,"
A Journal_ .2£. ,English ~iteraa Histoa, x (1943), 87-116.
· ·- 124Fletcher, II• 154.
125

Ibid., P• 155•

Bl
of vehemence.,

The second. Def'enae

was such an occasion.

!!.£.. !h!,

Peonle

s!

E,nglan,t\

In discussing bis education,

Milton tells how his fathtu: bad sent him to Ca.1'.lbridge 1
where he took his degree•

He then, after I had acquired a
proficiency in various languages.
and had made a considerable progress in philosophy 1 . .sent me to
the University of Cambridge.
Here I passed seven years\ in the
usual course of instJ:Uction and
study, with the approbation of
the qood and without any stain
upon my character, till :t took ·
the degree of Master of Arts.
<P• a2a, uughos edition)
Milton tnakes no implication in thia passage that his
attitude toward Cambridqe'is anything but friendly.
would not a man who hated his university with so 9reat
a passion have attacked it at any
any circumstances?
However,.

the

oppo~tunity

and under

It is difficult to believe otherwise.
point to be emphasized is that Milton

was a rhetorician, an orator, who thoroughly deli9hted

in arguments.

He stated in Areopaqitica. "Give me the

l.iberty to know,. to utter, and to argue freely according
to consc!ence 1 above all liberties."

he would until 'his dying day,.

"And arque freely

Ha was trained for it and

assumed qreatvalue in testing, turning, tryinq all
thinqs." 126 "For Milton, to argue and ·not attack. was to
lose half the battle.
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When Milton attacked Cambridge in his third Prolusion
be was arquin9-arqui.nq against the scholastic philosophy
aa he had doubtless been instructed to do•

He was arguing

again in the AJ?2lg,9l!', where his arqwnent took the form of

a personal vindication and,. perhaps, an indirect arqu-·
ment not against Ca.mbridqe but against Oxf'ord as the
university which had produced the likes of hill opponent.
When he attacked the universities in .9£, Education, he
was again arquinq-off'ering a rhetorical argument (much
like Prolusion III) against the existing educational

System and substituting: a plan of his own creation.

And

finally, when he mentioned the universities in The Likeliest M$MB .to Remove ;u.rel,,1,~f!,, ·it wae with no vehemence.

He was·· arqu!nq against' divinity students who

spent their time studying subjects unnecessary for tbe
education of a minister of God•

All were formal, rhe-

torical arquments in which Milton attempted to persuade
others to his own point of view.
1'hus 1 the evidence offered to substantiate tho
position that Milton had no use for Cambridge University
is of little consequence when vie-tted objectively.

Scholars

have based Milton's "uniformly unfriendly" attitude

toward Canibridqe upon assumptions--assumptions which do
much to fit Milton into the mold of the Grand Rebel
whose causes were all divinely inspired,.

Hanford, as

83

one final example, closes his eyes and dreams a vision
of the Milton who best impresses him•
We see him as a younq idealist,
learned, brilliant, full of
creative energy, but open to
injury and in need of wise
guidance from some really mature
person capable of recoqnizinq
at once the strength and the
weaknesses of his personality. 127
To create an J.ituiqe of a t'ebellioua Mil ton who•

throughout his works, never failed to attack his alma

mater, its students and curriculum, is

size of the mold.

But it must be

to

increase the

rem~ered

that this

mold has been formed from vaque asswnptions and personal
i.nterpretationa which a1,pear to have little basis in

fact.,

Let it suffice to any, then, that the traditional

idea of Milton•s distaste for Cambridge is founded
mor• on tradition than on fact•

And, while he never

made a direct statement to the effect but merely alluded

to it in an incidental :fashion, there appeara to have
been a fond spot in his heart not onl.y for Cambridge
University but also.for his own years apent there as
a student within its walls.
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